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INTERIM DECISION

A.
I
!

'Ieals in relation to Water Consent 65722 and Air Consent 65725 are

d~ for the reasons outlined in this decision.

:B. "W>llsent 65722 and Air Consent 65725 are confirmed in all respects,

s~ the ~t1nalisation and addition of the two conditions refel:red to in

pJhS 230 and 231 of this decision. .

C.·· Tlfes are to submit their views to the Court about the wording of the

h~itiol1s referred to in paragraphs 230 and 231 of this decision within

14,[ receipt of this decision.

D. Co: reserved.
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REASONS FOR DECISION

Introduction

[1] Since 1955, the Tasman Mill at Kawerau has operated next to the Tarawera

River It compris,es a Kraft pulp mill which is now owned and operated by Carter Holt

Harvey Pulp & Paper Limited (CRR) and a paper mill which is owned and operated by

Norske Skog Tasman Limited (NS). Waste and Water Services is an unincorporated joint

venture (JV) owned by CRH and NS which operates, as its name suggests, the waste

operations of the Tasman Mill. We refer in this judgment to the Tasman Mill as denoting

the two mills combined.

[2] A number of resource consents are required by the Tasman Mill in order for it to

operate from this site. In particular it requires resource consent to take and use water

from the Tarawera River ("the river") in its processes, and thereafter to discharge treated

wastewater, stormwater and landfill leachate back to it. The CHH mill also requires

resource consent to discharge contaminants to air which arise from its production

processes. It is these resource consents which come under particular focus in these

appeals. The Court must decide whether it should grant these consents and if so, what the

terms of the consents should be and what conditions should attach to them.

The Issues

[3] In terms of the application for taking and discharging to water, we have

considered the evidence regarding the Maori cultural concerns of the appellants,

recreational values of the Tarawera River and the impacts of the JV discharge on the

ecology of the river including any impacts on the aquatic life, fisheries and micro-
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invertibrates in the river. But it is the issue of colour and clarity that is the central focus

of our decision. The application to disoharge treated wastewater to the river is a non

oomplying activity, which first requires oonsideration under sl04D of the RMA.

[4] If we find this test has been met, the assessment under sl04 includes the effect of

the discharge on the ecology of the river. The undisputed evidence is that the wastewater

discharge causes a conspicuous change in the oolour and visual clarity of the river after

reasonable mixing. Beoause of this, s107 of the RMA prevents us for granting the

application unless we are satisfied that exceptional circumstances justify doing so.

[5] In terms of the discharges to ail' the application to discharge contaminants to air is

a discretionary activity, therefore, we must assess it under s 104 of the RMA. This

requires us to focus on the discharge of particulate and gases to the air as well as the

odour assooiated with the discharge.

[6] We then must consider the purpose of the RMA and other Part 2 issues

concerning cultural matters, Treaty issues and social and economio factors.

The Parties and the Decision of the Hearings Commissioners!

[7J Historically the Tasman Mill operated under its own Act, The Tasman Pulp and

Paper Company Enabling Act 1954 ("the Enabling Act")", After 31 March 1995 its

operations became subject to the provisions' of the Resource Management Act ("the

RMA"). The initial RMA consents for the Tasman Mill were sought in December 1994

and were eventually granted subject to conditions in 2003. The 2003 consents were

granted for a term often years and are due to expire on 31 December 2012, however the

Tasman Mill owners did not wait for the term to expire and opted to apply for new

consents in 2009. This appears to have been largely due to the need to replaoe the

recovery boiler at a cost of $60 million. The Tasman Mill owners claim that this capital

I Whakatane District Council (WDC & Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BBoP) Application by Norske
Skog Tasman Ltd & Drs- DecisionoftheHearings Commissioners: (October 2009)
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investment can only be justified by securing a lengthy term for the necessary resource

consents.

[8] In their joint decision of 15 October 2009, the Hearings Commissioners appointed

by Bay of Plenty Regional Council ("EBoP") and Whakatane District Council granted the

five regional and one district consents sought by the applicants ("the 2009 consents").

The consents were granted for a period of 25 years although the maximum permitted

under the RMA of 35 years had been sought by the applicants. Conditions attached to

each of the consents.

[9] Under section 290A of the RMA, we must have regard to the decision of the

Hearings Commissioners. In reaching its decision, the Hearings Commissioners noted

that the river colour as a consequence of the treatment system discharge is offensive to a

number of parties and that this gives rise to genuine concerns about the health and

. welfare (both cultural and biological) of the river.' However, the evidence did not

support that concern. Nor did it warrant refusing the consents.

[10] The Commissioners were satisfied that in terms of the N discharges, there was

no significant adverse effect on the aquatic biology of the Tarawera River and that the

habitat of the lower reaches of the river was more likely than not to be influencedto a

more significant d~gree by historic river training works and other land use practices."

The Commissioners' acknowledge that submitters before them believed that the amenity

values of the river remain compromised by its colour and reduced clarity and that this

"symbolic" degradation remained a significant issue.' However, this matter was not

sufficient to outweigh the considerable economic and social benefits provided throughout

the forestry sector by the Tasman Mill and its activities."

[11] In terms of the discharges to air, the Commissioners accepted that concerns about

air discharges and odour, whether from the stacks or the treatment ponds, while genuinely

3 WDC& BOPRCDecision(October2009)paragraph 214
4 WDC & BOPRCDecision(October2009)para220
5 WDC & BOPRCDecision(October2009)para 220
6 WDC & BOPRCDecision(October2009)paras220-221
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held, did not, on the evidence, reach public health thresholds - and further improvements

were to be made,"

[12] In this COUlt, the applicants ask for the decision of the Hearings Commissioners'

under appeal to be upheld with the 25 year term and conditions to apply. EBoP supports

this view.

[13] Three appeals have been lodged in respect of the 2009 consents. The appeals by

Messers Lindsay and Tipene Marr are identical in terms of substance and approach. They

challenge the term of Water Consent 65722 and the conditions attached to it. Te

Rangatiratanga a Ngati Rangitihi Incorporated ("the' Society") initially challenged all

five of the regional consents, but in this hearing maintained their appeal only in relation,

to Water Consent 65722 and Air Consent 65725. Whilst we refer in this judgment to

Water Consent 65722 and Air Consent 65725, we have simply chosen to adopt this

terminology for ease of reference and it is clear that in this Court we are dealing afresh

with applications for such consent.

Iwi Interests

[14] The local tangata whenua in the Kawerau area are Ngati Tuwharetoa ki Kawerau,

Ngati Awa and Ngati Rangitihi of the Te Arawa confederation. Ngati Tuwharetoa ki

Kawerau and Ngati Awa have not opposed the consents sought and have not appeared

before us in these proceedings.

[15] The appellants claim to represent Ngati Rangitihi, however there are clearly

divisions within Ngati Rangitihi about this issue. Mr Henry Pryor, who gave evidence

for the applicants, claims to have the mandate from Ngati Rangitihi to support the
,

consents, whereas the Society, represented by Mr Patterson and Mr Potter, claims that it

has the mandate to speak for Ngati Rangitihi in opposition to the consents. Messers

Man, whilst affiliated to Ngati Rangitihi (and other iwi), appear in this case representing
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themselves as individuals, but also claim a mandate to speak for Ngati Rangitihi. More

will be said of these issues later in this decision.

[16] The detail of the case and position of the appellants will be discussed below, but

in summary, Messers Man are seeking that the Court uphold their appeal by granting

Water Consent 65722 but reducing the 25 year term to 10 years with more stringent

monitoring conditions attached. In respect of the conditions, Mr Tipene Man, as

spokesperson for Nga Uri 0 Ngati Rangitihi told us that "our submissions are all about

wanting the river back, in a clean and healthy condition, and how that can be achieved

by the polluters and how long it should take the companies to do this." The conditions he

wanted attached to the consents, include the gathering of information on the long term

strategic plans for the Tasman Mill companies with regard to climate change and changes

in the river water flow and surrounding land use over the next 25 to 35 years. He also

sought, a condition that annual audits be made of all "incoming chemicals, materials etc"

and then "audits of what goes out as waste to landfill, oxidation ponds etc." If we

adopted his suggested reduced time period for the consent, with the associated conditions

designed to mitigate the effects of the JV discharges on the river, he was convinced that

the wairua ("spirit") and mauri ("life force") of the river would be restored and tangata

whenua would be able to safely swim, undertake a range ofrecreational activities and fish

in the river.

[17] The Society seeks that their appeal be upheld and that Water Consent 65722 and

Air Consent 65725 be declined. If the applications for consent are not declined, the

Society seeks consents with a reduced term of 5-8 years with more stringent monitoring

conditions attached to them.

Background matters

The River and its Catchment

[18] We acknowledge that from a Maori perspective, Lake Tarawera and the river are

considered one indivisible taonga of immense historical, cultural and spiritual value. For
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this appeal however, the Tarawera River catchment can usefully be seen in three parts:

Lake Tarawera and its catchment, the catchment of the upper river from the Lake to the

Kawerau Bridge, and the catchment of the lower river from the Kawerau Bridge' to the

sea. The total catchment area is about 984 lan2
• 8

[19] Lake Tarawera and its catchment have relevance because the water that runs past

the Tasman Mill emanates from it. The lake 'averages' the water flow in the river,

resulting in relatively stable flows, less influenced by seasonal variation and rainfall

events." It also contributes to the about one third of the water in the river that is

geothermal in origin.i" Despite the high geothermal content of the water entering the

river from the lake, the river at the outlet is clear and has no odour. 11,

[20] The upper river is a fast-flowing.f boulder-based13 river. The water is clear, with

7 - 8 metres visibility," and the river retains its natural sinuosity. IS, Ms Pacey stated that

there are many good swimming areas upstream of the Tasman Mjll.lG The vegetation

around the lake and upper river catchment is now a mixture of native and exotic

forestry. I? In his evidence Dr Hudson referred to work by Dons which indicates that

forestry in the river catchment began in the 1960s and reached maturity in the 1980s.

Dons' work shows that forestry has had a direct impact on the flow in the river, reducing

it by about 4.5 m3/s or 13%.18

[21] The lower river below the Kawerau bridge is markedly different from the upper

river above the bridge:

8 Dr rKG Boothroyd, Evidence-in-chief, paras 4.2-4.9
9 Dr N A Hudson, Evidence-in-chi ef, para 3.1
10 Dr C W Hickey, Evidence-in-chief, para 7.5
II Transcript p 577-578
12 Transcript p 101
13 Transcript p 85
14Transcript p 101
15Transcript p 100
16Transcript p 585-586
17DrN A Hudson, Evidence-in-chief, para 3.2 and figure 1
18 DrN A Hudson, Rebuttal evidence, para 1.13
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[a] Firstly, the slope of the river changes at Kawerau and its flow slows down.

As a result the boulder bed changes to a mobile pumice bed. 19 As the river makes

its way to the sea, the bed loses cobbles and large gravels, and increasingly is

composed of sand/silt and small gravels.

[b] Secondly, immediately downstream of Kawerau, and opposite the mill

site, there is an area of naturally occurring, diffuse geothermal inflow into the

river." It is estimated that this inflow int~ the river is of the order of 0.17 m3/s?1

We understand this to be about 0.5% of the river volume,22 This geothermal seep

introduces silicates to the river, turning it milky or milky-green in colour and

reducing visibility. 23 There are also two consented point-source discharges of

geothermal water into the river, being the wastewater output of two geothermal

power stations. These contribute a further 0.2 m3/s of geothermal water into the

river.24 These, and other sources unrelated to the Tasman Mill, cause a decrease

in the clarity of the water in the river of more than 40% over the five to eight

kilometres upstream of the Tasman Mill diacharge.f

[c] Thirdly, while the river upstream of the bridge retains its natural sinuosity,

much of the river between the Kawerau Bridge and the sea (particularly

downstream of the State Highway 30 bridge) has been straightened and

ohannelized." This has resulted in a deep, fast-flowing river, and a predominance

ofmoderate to deep "runs" and pools. The channel profile changes over the lower

river from shallow near-stream bank margins upstream, to steep-sided and

uniformly deep channels further downstream.V

19 Transcriptp 101
20 Dr C WHickey, Evidence-in-chief,Attachment1
21 Dr C W Hickey, Evidence-in-chief, para 2.2
22 Based on 4.5 m% being 13%, thereforea total of34.6 m3/s, less 4.5 m3/s, leaving 30.1 m2/s.

0.17 I 30.1 = 0.0056, i.e, 0.5%
23 Transcriptp 101
24 ])1' C W Hickey, Evidence-in-chief, para2.2
25 Dr N A Hudson, Evidence-ill-chief, para e.I (b) (v) & (vi), P 20
26 Dr C W Hickey,Bvidence-in-chief, para 2.13 (iv) and Dr Allibone, Transcriptp 218
27 Dr I K G Boothroyd,Evidence -in-chief; para 4.6-4.10
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[d] Fourthly, the bed of the lower river is itself. getting lower. This is partly a

consequence of the natural erosion of the volcanic debris laid down by the

eruptions in the Central Plateau that forms the river bed. The bed of the lower

river is being washed towards the sea.28 This has been accelerated by the

historical straightening and channelizing of the river which has resulted in

increased water speed and an increase in the rate of pumice movement down the

river.29

[22J Prior to the 1890s, the catchment of the lower river was an extensive swamp or

wetland area, and encompassed three rivers - the Tarawera, the Rangitaiki and a third

river identified by Mr Pryor as the Awhaiti,30 and by Mr Tipene Marr' as the Orini River,

a tributary of the Whakatane River.3
I These three rivers came together before

discharging into the sea at Matata." As Dr Hickey put it ... "(the) bulk of the Bay of

Plenty was a ... great swamp basin... a great wetland". 33 Matata itself was possessed of

an excell ent harbour with thirty feet of water over the bar at high tide. 34

[23] The draining of the wetland began in the 1890s, and was accelerated by the

passing of the Rangitaiki Plains Drainage Act of 1910, which allowed the Rangitaiki

River in 1912, and the Tarawera River in 1917, to be "cut straight out to sea ".35 It is not

clear where the third river is or was, or whether it too was straightened and cut to the sea,

but it is clear that the alterations to the rivers "affected greatly the swamp lands ... that

(were) dearly sought after by the government for farming purposes n.36 In addition to the

cuts to the rivers, extensive land drainage occurred in the early zo" century, including

canals draining water from the former swamps into the lower Tarawera River." The land

around the lower Tarawera River is now protected from flooding by a network of

28 Transcript p 101
29 Transcriptp 112
30 Transcriptp 121-122
JI Transcriptp 661
J2 Mr D Potter, Evidence-in-chief, para3.1-3.3
:'3 Transcript p 99
34 Mr D Potter,Evidence-in-chief, para3.1-3.3
35 MI'D Potter, Evidence-in-chief, para 3.1-3.3
36 Transcript p 121-122
37 Transcript p 295
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stopbanks, canals with control gates and other flood protection systema" The river was

historically open to the Matata Lagoon, and the river and lagoon exchanged water. A

weir installed in the 1960s now prevents the waters mixing except in the largest flood

events or extreme tides.39

[24] As a,result of the river being straightened and c':lt to the sea, and the land being

drained, the once "great wetland" that was the "bulk of the Bay of Plenty" is now a rural

landscape marked by drains and with grass coverage used for primary production.

The People in the Catchment ,

[25] The local tangata whenua have been in occupation for many centuries, moving

into the area through a process of migration augmented by arrivals from the Pacific. The

major influx of settlers OCCUlTed approximately 700 years ago with the arrival of the Te

Arawa waka captained by Tama Te Kapua. The people who trace their origins to that

waka include Ngati Tuwharetoa lei Kawerau who descend from Ngatoroirangi, the

tohunga on the walea.40 Ngatoroirangi is also associated with bringing geothermal fire to

Aotearoa and the Tarawera River was named Te Awa 0 te Atua, literally "The River of

the God" in reference to him.41 Rangitihi was the great, great grandson of Tama Te

Kapua, Rangitihi had eight children and they became "Nga Pumanawa e Waru 0 Te

Arawa - The Eight Pulsating Hearts of Te Arawa" thus becoming the core of the Te

Arawa Confederation of Tribes.42 Ngati Awa enjoy different but related origins.

[26] Descendents of these early peoples settled in the vicinity of Matata, enjoying a

reputation for the quality and quantity of the feasts they were able to provide from the

rich bounty of the swamps, rivers and sea.43 The waters of the river were one of the

constants of their life) providing water, food, transport and spiritual connection.44

38 Mr J C Newfield, Evidence-in-chief) para 4.4
39 Dr C W Hickey,Rebuttalevidence, para 1.7
40 Transcriptpp 659-661
41 Transcriptpp 660-661
42 Transcriptpp 659-661
43 Mr T P Marr, Evidence-in-chief, HearingSubmission 2009, secondpage

St}.l OF J) 44 Ms H A Pacey, Evidence-in-chief, para 5
~~~ ij.,.<-
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[27] The waters of Te Awa 0 te Atua at the mouth - the combined waters of the

Rangitaiki and Tarawera rivers as they flowed into the sea at Matata, were their principal

food source. In early European times, the mouth of the rivers at the Matata Lagoon was a

main port for the region and Matata was a thriving town. Cutting the rivers direct to the

sea destroyed the port and, together with the draining of the land for agriculture,

drastically reduced the food resources available to the people ofNgati Rangitihi.

[28] Despite the draining of the land and the river being cut directly to the sea, the

river continued to provide significant food resources until the mid-1950s when the

Tasman Mill began operating. Catches were large, the river was deep enough for

transport and was an on-going resource for recreation. There was a significant population

living at "the cut", where the river discharged into the seaY The river in the lower reach

around Matata was widely used for swimming and food gathering. It appeared pristine

and had an abundance of aquatic life that provided food for the people ofNgati Rangitihi.

The river water was used for cooking and drinking.l'' The river was a taonga of the local

people.V

The History ofthe Tasman Mill

[29] .The initial planting of the Kaingaroa Forest began in the depression years

following World War One and was completed in the depression years of the 1930s.48 By

the late 1940s/early 1950s the trees were coming to maturity and in 1952, the Tasman

Pulp and Paper Company Ltd was formed to utilise the wood in the forest. 49 The site at

Kawerau was chosen because of the availability of water from the river, geothermal

steam, and because it was near to the Port ofTauranga and the wood resource itself.

[30] To enable the Tasman Mill to commence, the Enabling Act was enacted. The

Enabling Act authorised the take of water from the river by the Tasman Mill and required

45 Mr D Potter,Evidence-in-chief, para 3.1-3.4
46 Mr M Mitai, Oral evidence, Transcriptp 601-602
47 Ms H A Pacey,OralSubmission, Transcriptp 580
48 The Kawerau Mills: An Economic ImpactStudy. Scrimgeour, F and Locke,S. Waikato School of
Management, July2009,p 3
49 Mr PH Cooney, Legalsubmissions, para 7 quotingfromthe s.42AReport to the Hearings Committee
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that the trade wastes from it be discharged into the river. In 1985, the Enabling Act was

amended to explicitly allow the discharge to cause a "conspicuous change in colour" in

the river which would otherwise have contravened the Water and Soil Conservation Act

1967. This amendment also set an expiry date for the Enabling Act in 1995. When the

RMA was enacted in 1991, the Enabling Act was amended by it to bring the Tasman

Mill's water take and discharge under the RMA as valid resource consents for the

remaining duration of the Enabling Act.

[31] Over the yeats the Tasman Mill has been added to by a series of expansions and

modernisations and now several mills operate on the one site and include a sawmill, a

tissue paper mill, a Kraft chemical pulp mill, a mechanical pulp mill and a paper mill,

together with associated infrastructure including geothermal bores, geothermal power

plants and waste management systems,

[32] The effect of the Tasman Mill discharges on the river was undoubtedly adverse in

the extreme, The oompartmentalisation of the scientific evidence does not give us a

concise description of what the river was like over the 40 years up to 1995. Not

surprisingly, the clearest voices at the hearing on the health of the river following the

anival of the Tasman Mill came from the appellants. As Mr T Marr put it, "for 40 years

(the mill company) was allowed to do as it pleased with the river, use it as a sewer, a

rubbish dump. ... when we were teenagers, whitebaiting at the river mouth, 44 gallon

drums used to float pass, plastic hoses, wood pulp, you could see the wood pulp in the

water, dioxins, toxins, furans, and the water was black, Workers would tell us that at

night time, they would be told to just dump it in the river, back up to the edge with the

trucks and let it go. ,,50

[33] Mr Potter described how, in 1955 the river and the sea became black and dirty,

kahawai, flounder and herring no longer came up the river at all, whitebait' were much

less plentiful and fishing grounds off the mouth of the river were "buried under black

rotting wood pulp ",51

so Mr T P Man, Submission to the 2009 ConsentHearing, 3rd page attached toEvidence-in-Chief
r D Potter, Evidence-in-Chief, 16 April,para 5,4
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[34] The state of the discharges to air in the early years of operation is best

highlighted by the reduction in discharges that have occurred. By the 2001 consent

process, CRR could point to having achieved a 90% reduction in odorous gas emissions

and a 75% reduction in particulate emissions.52

Legal & Planning Framework

[35] As we have noted, the N discharges of wastewater from the Tasman Mill after

mixing produce a conspicuous change in colour and clarity in the Tarawera River, thus

s107 only allows us to grant consent to do so if there are "exceptional circumstances"

and it is consistent with the purpose of the RMA do so.

[36] Furthermore, as the discharge of wastewater to the river is a non-complying

activity under the Tarawera River Catchment Regional Plan ("the Tarawera River

Catchment RP"), it is agreed that all of the activities to which Water Consent 67522

relate are non-complying. Thus these must first meet the threshold test set out in section

104D. Ifthis test is met, then an evaluation under section 104 is undertaken. Because the

applicants and EBoP argue that there is a combination of factors which can lead the Court

to find that exceptional circumstances exist, the s107 argument is more easily understood

against the background of an evaluation of all of the evidence. This will necessarily

traverse s104 matters; however we understand and accept that the legal analysis under

,ss107 and 104 are separate tasks.

[37] The discharge of contaminants to air from the CCH mill and from the N

wastewater treatment ponds, the activities to which Air Consent 65725 relate, are

categorized as discretionary activities under the Bay of Plenty Regional Air Plan (2003)

("the Air Plan") and therefore the considerations in section 104 must be applied to it.

SZDr B W L Graham, Evidence- in-Chief, 1April2010,para2.2

53 The Courtsdecision is to bemade under theRMA as it wasbeforebeing amended in October2009.
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[38] We will address sections 104(2), dealing with permitted base line, section

104(~A), relating to the value of the investment, and l04E, relating to the effect on

climate change, where they properly arise in the case. Section 105 will also be

considered as it relates to discharge alternatives in respect of Water Consent 67522. We

will evaluate the proposal under Part2 of the Act after considering all of the above

matters.

[39] Under Part II, section 5(l) of the RMA provides that the purpose of the Act is to

promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources. Section 5(2) sets

out that this purpose is to be achieved by managing the use, development, and protection

of natural and physical resources in a way, or at a rate, which enables people and

communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural well-being and for their

health and safety while -

[a] Sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding

minerals) to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations; and

[b] Safeguarding the life-supporting. capacity of air, water, soil, and

ecosystems; and

[c] Avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities on

the environment.

Thus social, economic and cultural matters as well as concerns for the physical

environment underpin the purpose of the RMA.

[40] Section 6 outlines various matters of national importance that are to be recognized

and for which provision must be made. In this case section 6(e) is relevant. It refers to

the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with ancestral lands and waters,

and other taonga. Section 7 sets out various matters the Court must have particular

regard to and in the context of this case that includes kaitiakitanga." Section 8 requires
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the Court to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti 0

Waitangi) in achieving the purpose of the Act. Sections 6, 7 and 8 operate in a

hierarchical structure and case law establishes that they are subordinate to s5.

Relevant Planning Instruments

[41] The provisions of the Tarawera River Catchment RP and the Bay of Plenty

Regional Water and Land Plan (the Water and Land RP) and the Bay of Plenty Regional

Policy Statement (the RPS) are relevant to Water Consent 67522. The RPS, the Air Plan

and the Resource Management (National Environmental Standards Relating to Certain

Air Pollutants, Dioxins and other Toxics) Regulations 2004 ("the NBS") are relevant to

the Ail' Consent 65725. Where necessary, the relevant provisions of those instruments

will be referred to in our consideration of the issues. We note there was no real dispute

between the planning witnesses about the provisions that apply, their interpretation and

their effect.

Social and economic factors

[42] There was little dispute about the considerable positive economic and social

benefits of the Tasman Mill. Evidence about these positive benefits was presented by Mr

Landman for eHH, and Mr Hacker for NS. The Tasman Mill employs 588 people" with

around 240 contractors dedicated to them.56

[43] Messers Landman and Hacker both put forward estimates of the level of indirect

employment and contribution to the regional and New Zealand economies generated by

the Tasman Mill. Both relied on the report prepared for the Tasman Mill by the

Management School of the University of Waikato'" as pert of the process of applying for

the resource consents. This report was based on, and updated, earlier work from 1995,

55 209 at eHR plus I approximately 379' at NS
56 Total employed plus contractors = 830. 830 - 588 = 242.
57 The Kawerau Mills: An Economic Impact Study, Scrimgeour, F and Locke, S., Waikato
Management School, University of Waikato, July 2009. (Scrimgeour,2009). Unfortunately this
paper does not have numbered pages. Hence references to it quoted below are somewhat cumbersome.
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also done by the University of Waikato.58 From the timing and tenor of this earlier

report, it appears to have been prepared as an input into the 2001 resource consent

process.i" and was itself an update of a report analysing the mills impact for 19926°.
There was also a 2006 study, but this focused only on the NS operation so is not

comparable.t' Messers Landman and Hacker were not able to comment further on the

data they presented.f Particularly, they were not able to provide any statement as to the

reliability of the estimates they presented. The report itself gave no indication of the

accuracy or error bounds of the estimates presented and only a superficial description of

the methodology and data sources. Fortunately Dr Locke, one of the authors of the

report, was able to attend the last day of the hearing. He was able to address questions

we had about the reliability of the estimates in the 2009 report, In summary of that

discussion he stated that they "are the best estimates we have available given the input

data and the modelling capability", He agreed that the margin of error would be a

maximum ofplus or minus 10 percent and probably "a lot less than that ".63

[44] From Dr Locke's report it is apparent that the economic impact of the Tasman

Mill on the Bay of Plenty is substantial, and it has an impact at the national level. The

direct benefit of it to the economy is indicated by the estimated value added of $191m

and a full-time equivalent employment (FTE) level of 830. When forward and backward

linkages of this activity are taken into account, the total direct plus indirect impact of the

Tasman Mill on the New Zealand economy is estimated to be $716m value added and

7,345 FTE. 64 The report puts these figures into a regional and national context in Table

7. This shows that the direct plus indirect impact of the Tasman Mill makes up 2.9% of

the regions employment and 4.7% of the regional value-added.

58 Tasman Pulp and Paper,Economic Impacts for 1995, Hughes,W. R., Department of Economics,
University of Waikato,November1996.(Hughes, 1996)
59 Hughes1996,Chapter1
60 Economic Impactsof theTasman Pulp andPaper Company Limited,Hughes, W.R, University of
Waikato, May 1993 (Hughes 1993), referenced in Hughes1996, p 25
61 NorskeSkogTasmanLimitedKawerau, Economic Impacts for the Year EndingDecember2005,
Hughes, W R, Departmentof Economics, University ofWaikato, July 2006. (Hughes, 2006)
62 Transcriptp 33 and 52-53
63 Transcript p 754
44 Scrimgeour 2009,Table 6
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[45] The direct plus indirect impact at the national level is 0.4% for employment and

0.5% for value-added." The "value-added" of a firm is the value that the firm adds to its

raw material inputs in producing its output and is the contribution of the finn to New

Zealand's Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Thus value added is an indicator of the

contribution to the New Zealand Economy by the Tasman Mill. Direct value added is the

value added generated by the operations within the Tasman Mill. Indirect value- added is

the value-added that the operations of the mill generates in the rest of the economy

through its demand for goods and services from other firms or by the contribution the

mill's output makes to the value-added of other firms. Included within value-added is the

contribution of employment. Eniployment is usually a major component of the value

added of a firm, is a good indicator of contribution to the New Zealand economy, and is

usually more readily available than value-added. Thus employment and value-added are

two different ways of looking at the contribution of the Tasman Mill to New Zealand's

economy. They should not be considered cumulatively.

[46] It should not be assumed that if the Tasman Mill ceased operations that New

Zealand value-added or employment would drop by these amounts. Some of the

contribution the Tasman Mill makes would be picked up by other industries in meeting

the paper needs of New Zealand, and the trees would still be there, able to be put to

alternative uses or used by alternative processors. Whether these alternative uses would

produce the same 01' lower levels of value-added or employment is unknown," but Dr

Locke estimated the net loss could be in the order of $318m.67

[47] Neither should we assume that the Tasman Mills' contribution to the regional or

national economy will remain the same into the future. The 1996 report68 showed that

the Tasman Mills' percentage contribution to the national economy had declined between

1992 and 1995 from 1.1% to 0.8% for value added and from 0.8% to 0.6% for

employment. The 2009 report shows that the percentage contribution to the New Zealand

economy has continued to decline to 0.5% for value-added and 0.4% for employment.

65 Scrimgeour2009, Table 7
66 Hughes 1996,p 10,18 and Transcript p 31
67 Scrimgeour2009, lastpage
68 Hughes 1996,Table 4.3
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[48] Mr Fletcher, counsel for the Society, explored with Dr Locke the impact of the

eRH and NS mills separately rather than combined, seeking to get an appreciation of the

effect if only one of them closed. Dr Locke was unable to assist in this regard as his

report had been prepared on the two combincd.i" However, the 2006 report supplied by

Dr Locke had done just that, being focused solely on the NS operation. This report

estimates that in 2005 the percentage contribution of the NS operation alone was 0.4% of

value-added and 0.3% ofemployment in 2005,70 Dr Locke's report supports this in that it

shows the NS operation being the larger of the two employers, with 451, compared to

CHH"s 359, employees plus contractors."

r49J Despite the reducing contribution of the Tasman Mill over time, we accept that it

still makes a substantial contribution to the regional economy and a contribution to the

national economy. This brings with it obvious positive social benefits. The employment

of a large number of people from the town of Kawerau and wider region, with the

benefits of social cohesion and viability that that brings with it is the most important and

obvious social benefit. Stable employment enables the social infrastructure - education,

health and community services - to grow and develop, and provide the basis for a vibrant,

functioning community.

[50] Clearly the closure of one 01' both of the mills would have a major dislocating

effect on Kawerau and the wider Bay of Plenty in both the short and medium term. This

was illustrated by Dr Locke in his reference to the effect on Patea when the freezing

works closed.72 Although alternative uses of the trees would be expected to arise, the

timeframe over which that happened, and the dislocation to community as a result of that

restructuring would be extended and significant. As Dr Locke's report concluded, other

closures "suggest the impact would be felt over a significant geographic range and would

69 Transcript p 759
70 Hughes 2006, Table 7
71 Scrimgeour 2009, Context and Background, 2nd page. Total employees plus contractors of 830
CHH 359 "'NST 451
72 Transcript p 755
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last for a significant period of time. The resulting adverse social impacts would be

significant.,,73

Water Consent 65722

Sl04D consideration

[51] As we noted above, we will consider first the provisions of Section l04D of the

RMA. Section l04D establishes what has become known as the "gateway" or "threshold"

test and provides that consent can only be granted for a non-complying activity if the

adverse effects on the environment will be minor (sI04D(1)(a)) or the activity will not be

contrary to the objectives and policies of any relevant plans (s104D(1)(b)). Given that

the evidence establishes that the discharge causes a conspicuous change in the colour and

visual clarity of the river after reasonable mixing, the adverse effects on the environment

cannot be said to be minor for the purposes of the test under s104D(1)(a). We must

therefore consider if the proposal can meet the test in sl04(1)(b).

[52] The Tarawera River Catchment RP contains the relevant rules that relate to the

application to take and discharge water to the river. The Water and Land RP also

contains rules which address these matters, but it is the rules within the Tarawera River

Catchment RP that take precedence. The Tarawera River Catchment RP contains a

number of separate chapters, Parts of the objectives and policies contained in Chapters 7,

12 13, 14 and 15 are relevant. Our assessment of the objectives and policies is that they

minor in general the tests which are required under the RMA in any event, but with

specific reference to the river and in particular issues of freshwater ecology, water

quantity and quality,

[53] Dr Mitchell for the applicants carefully analysed the provisions of chapters 7, 12

13, 14 and 15 of the Tarawera River RP in .his evidence." Mr Kemble for BBoP dealt

with these provisions in a more thematic way in his evidence, hut did not disagree with

Dr Mitchell's analysis. Both Dr Mitchell and Mr Kemble gave evidence that the proposed
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discharge to the river is not, and will not be, contrary to the objectives and policies of the

Tarawera River Catchment RP and their evidence on this aspect was not challenged by

the appellants. Nonetheless we must still be satisfied that this is so.

[54] The phrase "contrary to" as it appears in sl04D(1)(b) has been determined to

mean "opposing in its nature or repugnant to".75 The submission made is that the

objectives and policies must be looked at in an holistic and overall way and therefore the

activity must be "opposed in nature" to the overall policy direction of the Tarawera River

Catchment RP in order for it to not meet this limb of the gateway test. We agree with this

approach.

[55] We record that we have considered all of the provisions of the Tarawera River RP

and other planning instruments that have been referred to and analysed in the evidence of

Dr Mitchell and Mr Kemble. Both Dr Mitchell and Mr Kemble believe that the discharge

can be regulated so as to achieve the environmental outcome sought by the policy

framework. We agree with them that the proposal is not opposed to the general direction

of the policies aD;d objectives of these instruments for the purposes of s 104D and that any

concerns are able to be met with consent conditions. Accordingly we find that the

threshold test is able to be met.

S1041egal considerations

[56J In terms of the process required for the legal analysis, if the court is satisfied that

the gateway test under sl04D has been met, it would then normally evaluate the proposal

in terms of the provisions of s104(1). This provides that we must have regard to any

actual and potential effects on the environment of allowing the activity (sl04(1)(a», any

relevant provisions of applicable planning instruments (s104(1)(b», and any other matter

we consider relevant and reasonably necessary to determine the application (sl04(1)(cj),
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Meaning of "existing environment".

[57] When considering the potential adverse effects of a proposed activity on the

environment under sl04(1)(a) the COUlt must first assess the character of the receiving

environment.i'' The applicants and EBoP submit that this includes the effects which will

already have occurredfrom the exercise of the existing consents, and not the environment

before the Tasman Mill existed." The Society takes a different view and urges the Court

to accept that the existing environment should not include the operation of the current

consents.

[58] All counsel referred to Sampson & Waikato Regional Council Asset Management

Group v Waikato Regional Council78 and Rotokaura Joint Venture v Waikato Regional

Council. 79 Rodney District Council v Eyres Eco Park Limited80 Mason & Keall v Bay of

PlentyRegional Council81 and Tainui Hapu and the Regional Council. 82 The decision of

Eyres EchoPark is the most recent and binding on us as it is High Court authority on this

issue. The remaining decisions are from the Environment Court, but are nevertheless

highly persuasive.

[59] Of the Environment Court decisions, Rotokaura and Sampson suggest an

interpretation which favours the Society, whereas the Tainui Hapu and Mason and Keall

decisions articulate the view that it is for the Court to decide whether or not the effects

from an existing consent sought to be renewed can be taken into account, depending on

the facts of the case before it.

76 Rodney District Councilv EyesEcho-Parks Ltd (2007) [NZRMA1] (HC)
77Nathan & Keall v BOPRegional Council D 098/207, ContactEnergy v Waikato Regional Council
A004/2000
78 Environment COUli A178/2002 paragraph33
'/9 Environment COUli A42/07 '
80 [2007] NZRMA 1 (HC)
81 Environment Court D098/207
82 Environment Court A 63/2004
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[60] The applicants and respondent rely on Eyres Echo Park and refer in particular to

para 37 of that judgment which provides:

When considering the overall adverse effect of a proposed activity it is necessary to first
consider the character of the receiving environment, as required under section 104(1)(a).
The receiving environment of necessity includes activities conducted there pursuant to an
exlstlnq use right as such activities may be carried on as of right. The adverse effect of a
proposed activity at this point of the analysis will be those effects that are not already
impacting upon the receiving environment. If after this assessment, any additional
adverse effects of the proposal remain for consideration, the permitted base line will
become relevant under section 104(2). The relevant authority at this point has discretion
to disregard any of the remaining adverse effects of the proposed actiVity on the
environment if the plan permits an activity with that effect. If such adverse effects are
excluded from consideration, the remaining effects of the proposed activity on the
receiving environment must be assessed and may of course Ultimately determine
whether a resource consent Is granted.

[61] The Society seeks to distinguish Eyres Echo Park, because its facts concerned

existing use rights which are only relevant when considering land use consents and do not

exist in the context of water permits. The applicants submit that in Eyres Echo Park the

High Court simply factored the application of existing use rights within its analysis and

the statement of prinoiple the decision articulates, should not be limited to situations

where the court is dealing with land use consents.

[62] We agree with the analysis of counsel for the applicants that the statement of

principle in Eyres Echo Park about what comprises the existing environment is not

limited to the facts of that case. We are fortified in this view by the decisions of Tainui

Hapu and Mason and Keall. Accordingly the existing environment of the river must take

into account the effects which have already OCCUlTed from lawful discharges from the

Tasman Mill to date.

[63] The appellants did not dispute actual evidence which the applicants submitted

comprises the existing environment of the river, rather the issue for them was whether we

were able as a matter of law to take it into account at all We record that we accept that

the evidence establishes that the existing environment includes:
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• A long standing modified river system involving a channelized river;83

• Existing lawful upstream river discharges including geothermal'" and

sewage'" discharges;

II Upstream water quality affected by Ecoli and giardia86

II Effects on the river oflawful intake and outfall structures;

• Past effects from the above activities.

Sections 104 and 107

[64] In terms of sI04(1)(a) any potential adverse effects are those effects that are not

already impacting upon the existing environment of the river.

[65] Mr Fletcher submitted that the .assessment of potential adverse effects under

sI04(1)(a) should also consider the discolouration of the river and that this needed to

occur before we considered s 107. He submitted that "a finding that no other adverse

effects arise from discolouration cannot be used to establish an exception under s107 as

suggested by the applicants and respondent... otherwise s104(3) would be

unnecessary".87 We do not particularly understand this submission by Mr Fletcher. The

applicants and respondent have not argued that discolouration of itself is not an adverse

effect and they cannot do so because of the existence of s107. This is not to say however

that the actual effects of discolouration on the ecology of the river cannot be taken into

account under s107 as a separate matter and the applicants and respondents submission is

that they can. We agree.

[66] We accept that we need to conduct an evaluation under s104 and also under s107.

It simply makes sense in terms of this judgment and its readability for all of the

environmental effects to be outlined before the legal analysis is undertaken under both

sections 104 and 107.

83 Dr Boothroyd paragraphs 4.6 to 4.8, 4.22 & 8.4, Evidence-in-Chief Dr Allibone paragraphs 2.2 to 2.3,
6.31; Evidence-in-Chief Dr Hudson -paragraphs 3.8 & 8.4 (e)(i) Evidence-in-Chief
84 Dr Boothroyd paragraphs 4.4. to 4.5 & 4.37, Evidence-in-Chief; Dr Hudson -vparagraphs 3.2 to 3.4,8.1
Evidence-in-Chief; Dr Hickey - paragraphs 2.1 to 2.4; Mr Newfield - paragraph 4.5 Evidence-in-Chief;
85 Dr Hickey - paragraph 2.5 . .
86 Transcript, p 95
87 Mr Fletchers submissions paragraph 14
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Actual & Potential Effects ofthe proposed IV discharge to the river

The Arguments Generally

[67] As already outlined, in essence) the case for Messers Man.' was that the JV

discharge was polluting the river. The appellants also commented on the smell of the

water itself. Their major concern was the impact of the discharges on the mauri and

wairua of the river. They were also concerned that the state of the river was inhibiting

their ability to make economic use of their resource - the river.88

[68] Further evidence given in support from Ms Pacey and Mr Mitai spoke of the

condition of the river before the construction of the Tasman Mill and the impacts of its

discharges on the river before the 1990s. Submissions made expressed concern that

under the Commissioners' proposed consent conditions) the current owners would not be

motivated to "improve their performance".

[69] Mr Potter for the Society expressed concerns about water clarity, dropping river

levels, navigability of the river, heavy metals and dioxins in it) the impact on fishing and

swimming and cultural effects.89 Also) he was concerned that the discharge into the river

was inhibiting possible developments at Matata.9o He claimed that there is a "high

incidence of cancer and other severe health problems prevalent in ex-sawmill workers

and their families ... 119/ but offered no scientific information in support of his claim.

[70] Mr Patterson added that "in more recent years", the effluent from the Tasman

Mill had been found to contain "highly poisonous chemicals such as dioxins" and that "I

believe the chemicals are still'there in the discharge ".92

88 Transcriptp 78/9, 132/133,572
89 Mr Potter, Evidence-in-Chief-paragraphs 3.13-3.15, 4.4,5.1-5.5, 5,7
90 Mr Potter, Evidence-in-Chief paragraph 6.14
91 Mr Potter, Evidence-in-Chief paragraph 6.6
92 Mr Patterson Bvidence-in-Chief'paragrapha 1.4.4to 1.4.6inclusive
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[71] Thus, much of the evidence heard by the Court on this issue centered on

perceptions and cultural concerns,

[72J The appellants did not or were unable to provide scientific evidence for many of

their claims. Perhaps best explained by Mr Tipene Marr when he indicated that "in our

evidence we will not be arguing the European science, but the Tikanga and Kawa

(Customs and Protocols), Maori science ... ,,93

[73] While finn in their views the Marrs' concerns were not generated from a desire

{or the Tasman Mill to close down in order to achieve the river conditions of 1973 or

before 1955. Rather their submissions relate to ensuring that any conditions attached to

tile resource consent address their principal concerns. The view of the Society was less

clear. Mr Potter was not prepared to say that he wanted the Tasman Mill to close,

whereas Mr Patterson was forthright in expressing this view. Mr Fletcher's submissions

for the'Society were primarily for consent to be declined.

[74] The appellants pointed to the clear evidence of poor environmental practices by

the Tasman Mill in the past. They noted that any acknowledgement and remediation of a

variety of forms of pollution have only occurred slowly over a long period of time.

However, they did recognize some improvement in environmental practices and

acknowledged the gradual but certain reduction in contaminants being discharged into the

river, which has taken place over the past 15 years.

[75] In contrast to the appellants, the Tasman Mill owners called a significant number

of scientific experts to substantiate their contention that they are acting in an

environmentally responsible manner and that the conditions proposed by the Hearings

Commissioners provide certainty that they will continue to remediate the condition of the

dyer over the proposed 25 years of the resource consent.

[76] The Tasman Mill owners argued that since taking over ownership in 2000 and

2001, the respective companies have acted with a high level of environmental

93 Mr T Man, Evidence-in-Chief, Part 1
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responsibility with respect to the operation of a relatively small mill (in world terms) that

is "fundamentally nOr\! 'mature ,,94 with its concomitant liabilities, condition and

limitations. They argued they have a commitment to environmental responsibility and

are behaving responsibly by having appropriate management systems in place. Mr

Hacker, General Manager ofNS, outlined the company's commitment to environmental

responsibility citing, for example, the "Forest Stewardship Chain of Custody, 1S014001"

and its use of geothermal steam. Mr Landman, Chief Executive of CHR stated "Risk

assessments are done annually and reviewed quarterly"95 "the adherence to good

environmental practice is importantfor minimizing overall env'ironmental effects. ,,96

[77] Mr Hacker also outlined the importance of the Tasman Mill operations nationally

and regionally, and its place in the global pulp and paper market. Mr Landman stressed

their perceived need for "longtermresource consents at appropriate levels to enable the

ongoingoperation ofthe Tasman Mill and toprovide a secure base for future investment

in thepulp mill. ,,97

[78] The Tasman Mill owners provided a range of scientific evidence in relation to the

effects of the N discharge. This evidence addressed the topics listed and discussed

below in response to the claims made by appellants relating to the river or in response to

concerns previously expressed before the Hearings Commissioners.

[79] This evidence was generally consistent with the evidence of Mr Donald from

EBoP who referred to the Assessment of Environment Effects ("the AEE") submitte,d by

the applicants and the evidence of Drs Hickey, Hudson, Allibone and Boothroyd with

respect to organic matter discharge, fish species, colour discharges, water clarity, insect

life, nutrient levels, aquatic ecosystem and recreational amenity.98 Mr Donald 'concluded

the evidence of these experts aligned with the findings and trends apparent in EBoP's

own research and analysis, namely that the effects on the river of the N discharges were

no more than minor.

94 Mr LandmanEvidence-in-Chiefparagraph 3.3
9S Mr LandmanEvidence-in-Chiefparagraph2.8
96 Mr Landman Evidence-in-Chiefparagraph2.9
97 Mr Landman Bvidence-in-Chief'paragraph 4.1
98 Mr DonaldEvidence-in-Chiefparagraph 3.2
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[80] It was submitted the evidence for the Tasman Mill owners demonstrates that the

decision of the Hearings Commissioners should be upheld by this Court and the appeal

declined.

Meaning ofexceptional circumstances under s107

[81J Section 107 has not been considered in many cases. In Rotokawa Joint Venture

Limited and Mighty River Power v Taupo District Council99 Contact Energy Limited

made application for resource consent seeking to enable the continued operation of the

Wairakei and Poihipi Power Station. In that case the Court held the following at

paragraph 413:~

We find that there are exceptional circumstances in the case of these consents namely
the Wairakei Tauhara geothermal system has been acknowledged as a unique
circumstance where pressure drawdown over 50 years has led to a stable and
sustainable electricity supply. The evidence before us is that outfield Injection is
necessary to ensure the continued production of the Walrakei Power Station and
discharge of more fluid to the Waikato River than already permitted by these consents
would be undesirable. The deep aquifers which are the receiving environment are so
deep that it is most unlikely that It would be necessary to source water from these
aquifere for consumption by domestic animals. While it may be that deep aquifers In the
region are used at a future date for other agriculture purposes, there is abundant water
available for stock drinking purposes

[82] In Paokahu Trust & Ors v Gisborne District Council1oo the Council had applied

for three coastal permits to enable the continued use of the existing wastewater outfall.

The Court was satisfied that the discharge, after reasonable mixing was likely to give rise

to the effects set out in section 107(c) and (d) in the receiving waters. The Court applied

the dictionary meaning of "exceptional" and held:

Exceptional circumstances connote something out of the ordinary. The consequences of
a coastal permit to discharge being refused would mean that the City would be unable to
legally use its sewage and waste water system. The likely social economic and health
related affects have already been referred to

[83] We adopt the meaning of "exceptional" as outlined uvRotokawa and Paokahu

Trust as the commonsense and proper interpretation to be applied.

99 A41/207
100 A162/2003
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Particular Issues for Consideration and Evaluation

[84] In this section we will consider the actual and potential effeots of the proposed N

discharge under the following headings:

[a] Cultural values, Treaty issues and recreational values attached to the river;

[b] The ecology of the Tarawera River including the effects of the discharge

on aquatic plants, macroinvertibrates and fish;

[c] The colour; clarity and odour of the river.

A. Cultural values. Treaty issues and recreational values

The Arguments

[85] Messers Mall' called the evidence of Mr Mitai to support their appeal. When

asked for his view on the effect of the discharge on the wairua of the river, he replied "It

is dyingl/. JOJ He also acknowledged the same impact from other discharges along the

river. Mr Mitai described the effect of all the discharges on the mauri of the river as:

The life of our river, the vibrations, the auras around It, it is not like it used to be. Theaura
is not there.102

.

[86] The Society was concerned about the effects of the ongoing "pollution and

discolouration" and submitted that these effects were impacting on the mauri of the

river. 103

[87] We understand that the evidence of Messers Marr was that the impacts on the

wairua and mauri of the river were affecting the people, as well leading to what we infer

to be a sense of inter-generational loss. The decline in the wai,rua and mauri of the river,

101 Transcript, p 607
10~ Transcript, p 610;
103Mr Fletcher,Submissionsp 9, paragraph 27(b)

I

I

I

I

I
I

I
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has led to a corresponding decline in the appellants' association with it. This loss for

some has been overwhelming.i'" Mr Tipene Marr's statement to this effect was: "we

have come a lifetime without our river and we have had 55 years with this resource

consent, as it stands 25 more years that would be 80 years where we have not been able

to swim or live around our river. ,,105

[88] Mr Potter articulated the issue in this manner: "The continued pollution of the

Tarawera River has desecrated our Awa that we identify with as a people weakening our

connection to it and weakening the mauri (life spirit) ofour Awa. ,,106

[89] Raising another important issue, Mr Fletcher for the Society submitted that fish

can no longer be served to people on the Marae and mahinga kai (food gathering)

practices previously relied on have come to an end as a direct result of the discolouration

and pollution of the river, 107 Mr Potter reiterated this in his evidence stating further that

they "dare not" offer whitebait and eels to their manuhiri (guests). 108

[90] Mr Potter stated that the effects of the CUlTent N discharges were culturally

offensive and were desecrating the domain of the taniwha of the river - the Mako Shark

and the three headed lizard that dwells at Te Awa a te Atua - Matata Lagoon.i'"

[91] Other cultural effects include impacts on the principle of rangatiratanga of Ngati

Rangitihi under the Treaty of Waitangi, We understand the evidence as expressing a

right to develop the river in accordance with the cultural preferences of the iwi. Evidence

that the decision to grant the consent affected the appellants in this manner included Mr

Potter's development options for the iwi including the possibility of developing Te Awa 0

Te Atua.!" Mr Lindsay Marr feared that he could not obtain quota for the development

104Transctipt, p 673; Mr Fletcher, Submissions, p9, para 27(c); Mr Potter, Evidence-in-Chief, para 5.7
10sTransClipt, p 568
lOG Mr Potter, Evidence-in-Chief, paragraph 5.7
107 Mr Fletcher,Submissions, p 8, paragraph 27
108 Mr Potter,Evidence-in-Chief, paragraph5.7
109 Mr Potter,Evidence-in-Chief, paragraph 5.7
110 Mr Potter, Evidence-in-Chief, AnnexD
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of an eel business 111 and the Society considered the possibility of a mussel farm could not

be seriously contemplated while the N discharge continued. I 12

[92] Mr Lindsay Man's evidence also referred to lost recreational values in tenus of

being able to use the river for waka am~ and sporting activities'I'' and he was concerned

that Ngati Rangitihi children have been unable to use the river for these purposes. 114 Mr

Potter was anxious that the Society's proposal for a recreational development on the river

at the cut and in the Matata Lagoon may be compromised by granting the consent. J15 He

also speculated that tourism ventures could not be successful given the state of the river

and an alleged reduction in flows,I16 Mr Tipene Marr discussed being deterred from

undertaking commercial operations such as kayaking, walking the river, jet boating,

skiing and snorkeling, due to the colour and smell of the river. I I?

[93] The appellants and in particular Mr Lindsey Marr, were partially supported by the

evidence of Mr Greenaway for the applicants. He stated that water colour and clarity

were deterrents to swimming at the river mouth and that water quality inhibited

development of recreation on the river. He considered any further recreational

development would be best at the river mouth (where the Society's suggested

developments are focused), but that increased potential for recreational activity was

reliant on "progressive improvements in waterclarity and colour". 118

[94] However, Mr Greenaway considered that there were other impediments to

recreation on the river other than at the mouth. He characterised the recreational and

tourism values ofthe river as follows:

111Transcript, p 572
112Transcript, pp 725-726
113Mr L MaTI', Evidence-in-Chief p 2
114 Mr L Man, Evidence-in-Chiefp 2
115 Mr Potter, Evidence-in-Chief, Annex D
116Transcript, p 703
117 Transcript, p 765
118 Greenaway- Evidence-in-Chief'paragraph 3.5-3.6
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[a] At and above Kawerau the river has a range of high quality recreation

settings;

[b] Below Kawerau there is poor access to the river, as the river is

channelized with no white water features and water clarity and colour declines;

[c] There is limited recreational use between Kawerau and the river mouth.

Game bird hunting occurs throughout the lower river but the amenity is

challenged by poor access, riverbank weeds and a lack of river features;

[d] The river below Kawerau is likely to be significant regionally for

whitebaiting and fishing at the river mouth, but only locally significant for all

other activities,

[95] Mr Greenaway suggested that developing the river as an improved recreation

setting is problematic due to its largely artificial formation and lack of features suitable

for recreation access, as well as its water quality'!",

Evaluation ofeffects on Cultural values, 'Treaty issuesand Recreational values

[96] The evidence of the appellants that the wairua and mauri of the river have been

affected indicates that t~ey believe there have been some adverse cultural effects, Indeed

the applicants and the respondents do not appear to dispute this aspect of the appeal.

However, we find that the mauri and wairua of the river is gradually being restored due in

no small part to the appellants' vigilance and perseverance, the respondent's management

of the river catchment and the changed environmental practices of the Tasman Mill

owners. Thus we conclude that with the right conditions, including an increased role for

tangata whenua in the monitoring of resource consent conditions and continual

improvements in water quality, the appellants concerns may be addl:essed and the wairua

and mauri of the river will continue to improve. In fact, Mr Tipene Marr appeared to

119 Mr Greenaway - Evidence-in-Chief paragraph 3.6
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acknowledge that if the colour loading was reduced with a corresponding decrease in

smell, the wairua and mauri may be restored. 120

[97] In terms of the effect of the Tasman Mill in causing the cessation of the practice

of mahinga kai (food collecting) and limitations imposed on the customary concept of

manakitanga (hosting), the evidence was unclear as to whether this effect was due to the

N discharges, the prior draining of the swamp and channelisation of the river or the

social and cultural changes brought about by the introduction of the mills wage payments

into the communit~. We heard contradictory evidence on this point from Mr Pryor. 121

Thus we are not in a position to assess the accuracy of the evidence provided from any of

the witnesses for Ngati Rangitihi on this point.

[98] As far as desecrating the domain of taniwha is concerned, we accept that this is

Mr Potter's belief, but the JV discharge is only one of several discharges responsible for

that desecration with effects that, save for impacts from colour loading and clarity, are no

more than minor.

[99] In terms of the notion of rangatiratanga and the right to development, we note the

Society's and Mr Lindsay Man's cases are that in the future, tangata whenua might wish

to undertake activities on or near the river. 122 At this point it is relevant to consider the

submissions of the various parties about whether these future activities can be taken into

account and if so to what extent.

[100] The actual and potential effects on the environment of allowing the activity under

section 104(1)(a) include the future state of the environment, but only as it might be

modified by permitted activities and the implementation of operative resource consents

where it appears that such activities or consents will be implemented.V' In other words

120 Transcript, pp 673-674
121 Transcriptp121, 137-139
122Transcript, p 703 and 765
123 Queenstown>- LakesDlstrlctCouncll l' Hawthorne Estate Ltd [2006]NZRMA424 (CA)
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future applications which have not been granted are not part of the definition of

"environment." 124

[101J In our view, sI04(1) precludes us from taking into account the appellants

theoretical future activities in considering the actual and potential effects on the

environment and thus we decline to speculate on such possibilities. We do, however,

recognise that the colour and clarity of the river does make swimming, fishing and other

permitted recreational activities, particularly at and around the river mouth, less palatable.

Permitted developments of these activities are therefore inhibited by the JV discharge.

[102J We consider further Treaty issues under our review of Part 2 considerations

below.

[103] In terms of recreational values, we agree with Mr Greenaway's evidence that the

effect of the JV discharge on recreation is limited to colour and clarity and that these have

resulted in some adverse effects on recreational values. These adverse effects of colour

and clarity are swamped by characteristics unrelated to the Tasman Mill for the majority

of the lower Tarawera River. However, at and around the river mouth ~ the area

otherwise most conducive to recreation, the effects of colour and clarity are not less than

minor. While improvements in colour and clarity would enhance the swimming and

fishing experience at the river mouth, we are not convinced that the recreational values of

the rest of the river will improve without significant development of additional recreation

facilities and access to the river itself. Even if that were to happen, given the reasonably

swift flows, the river's gradient and the narrow channeling of the river, its recreational

utility will probably not extend beyond increasing swimming and fishing activities.

[104] For any other activities to occur, significant modification will be needed to the

river banks and its bed. Given much of the land below the N discharge is private land,

any potential development would have to centre at the "cut" or at the Matata Lagoon.

There are therefore limited opportunities for improvements that would ensure that

kayaking, waka ama and snorkling activities could be pursued safely on the river. Thus,

124 Supra para84
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other than swimming and fishing at and around the mouth, there is unlikely to be more

, than a marginal increase in recreational use of the river if the colour and clarity of the

river were improved.

B. River Ecology and Effects on Aquatic Plants, Maoroinvetebrates & Fish Life

The Arguments

[105] All appellants claim adverse effects on the ecology of the river and aquatic life.

We have already determined that the adverse effeots must take into acoount the existing

environment which includes the matters referred to earlier in this judgment and not the

river before the advent of the Tasman Mill.

[106] Mr Potter for the Society made reference to "The Ngati Rangitihi Fresh Water

Report - December 2006" which has apparently been accepted as an "Iwi Policy

Document" by the members of the Sooiety.125 The document produced before us

espouses values associated with fresh water resources and advocates for the maintenanoe

and enhancement of the mauri of the river and the reduction of pollution levels. 12G This

document gives us some insight into how the appellants define adverse effeots in relation

to this issue. Although apparently submitted to EBoP, it has not been reoognized by that

council as an Iwi Management Plan under the'RMA. 127 Given the differences between

the Ngati Rangitihi witnesses before us, we doubt whether it has even been accepted by

Ngati Rangitihi as their Iwi Management Plan and thus its usefulness for the purposes of

this case is marginal.

[107] It was the case for the appellants that the "discolouration and pollution" of the

river have resulted in major adverse effects on fish caught in the river and at the cut to the

sea. The Society presented evidence that fish caught at the coast near the cut were

stained blaok in colour. These fish, Mr Potter claimed, taste and smell like wood pulp.128

125Mr Potter, Evidence-in-Chief, paragraph 2.9
126 Mr Potter, Evidence-in-Chief, Annex A
.127 Mr Pryor, Rebuttal Evidence, p 1, paragraph 2.2
128 Mr Fletcher, Submissions p 8 paragraph 27; Potter, Evidence-in-Chief, paragraph 5.5
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He also claimed that the fish affected included snapper and kahawai. 129 Mr Potter was

convinced that the discharges from the Tasman Mill have affected fishing not only in the

river but also an area of approximately 4 miles out to sea..130 He noted that some Ngati

Rangitihi have continued to fish for whitebait and eels, but attempted to explain this on

the basis that there have been no warnings issued preventing these practices. He was

concerned that consuming fish contaminated by "dioxins" from the N discharge would

lead to food poisoning and that cumulative consumption may be linked to the cancer rate

in Matata.131 This concern was also expressed by Mr Patterson. 132

[108] In comparison to the rather sketchy evidence on effects provided by the

appellants, Drs Hickey, Boothroyd and Allibone for the Tasman Mill owners gave

extremely comprehensive scientific evidence. All those witnesses were clear that any

effect of the N discharge on the ecology and aquatic life of the river was no more than

minor compared to other factors influencing habitat and the river ecology. Their

evidence was supported by Mr Donald for EBoP who reviewed the evidence of these

expert witnesses and agreed with their assessments that the proposed N discharges will

have little effect on the aquatic ecology of the river.

Evaluation ofEffects on Aquatic Life, Macroinvertebrates and Fisheries

[109] We do not propose to discuss the scientific evidence for the applicants in any

detail, because the evidence was uncontested in any significant way. It is sufficient for

this Court to note that the scientific evidence was compelling and convincing.

[110] However we do ac1mowledge the anecdotal evidence of the appellants that there

have been some discernable effects on the aquatic life, macroinvertebrates and fisheries.

But, and consistent with the evidence given for the applicants, we find that the adverse

effects of the N discharges on the aquatic life, macroinvertebrates and fisheries of the

river are no more than minor when assessed against the range of natural and modified

129 Mr Potter,Evidence-in-Chief, paragraph 5.5
130 Mr Potter, EVidence-in-Chief, paragraph5.3
1:1IMr Potter,EVidence-in-Chief, paragraph 5.6
I J2 Mr Patterson, Evidence-in-Chief, paragraph 1.4.4
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habitat factors and other water discharges affecting the Tarawera River. We also note the

evidence of Mr Donald for EBoP who advised that the weight of evidence indicates that

the JV discharge does not result in the health and wellbeing of aquatic life in the river and

coastal marine area being significantly and adversely affected. 133

[111] . But while the effects are no more than minor) they are not wholly absent. Thus

we are persuaded that monitoring) information gathering and reporting on the state and

health of aquatic life) macroinvertebrates and the fisheries in the river must continue.

[112] We note that there was no evidence presented by the applicants on the health of

aquatic life in the coastal area that receives the discharge of the river. Dr Allibone was

clear that his expertise was not in,marine fisheries.(34 This was one of the main concerns

of Mr Potter) yet there appears to have been little or no study of the effects of the JV

discharge on the coastal area 01' the marine fishery) either historically or currently, This is

something that should be done.

C. Colour, Clarity and Odour of the River

The Arguments

[113] The case for the appellants drew on their personal history of the impacts of the

JV's discharge on the river. They all talked about the river being "black, dirty and

smelly."135 Mr Lindsay Marr stated that "colour, clarity and odour are the three main

issues that ourpeople are worriedabout."J36

[114] Mr Donald noted with regard to colour) that Condition 7.3.3 of the 2003 consent

allows the JV to discharge on average a Platinum Cobalt equivalent of 31 tonnes per day

to the river. The decision of the Hearings Commissioners advocates an initial step down

in the colour limit to 27.0 tonnes by 2018 and a formal review every seven years

including a separate independent peer report. Mr Donald for BBoP discussed the

133 Mr Donald Evidence-in-Chief, paragraph 4.11
134 Transcriptp 204
135 Mr Potter,Evidence-in-Chief, para 3.11
136 MrL Mall', Statement,p 2
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aspiration of reducing the average colour discharge from the Tasman Mill to 10 tonnes - a

level where the effect of the discharge on river colour could be deemed to be

inconspicuous. He noted the regime advocated by the Hearings Commissioners

recognizes the need to reduce colour effects, while also recognizing that to do so is

technically challenging and expensive.

Environmental effects ofcolour, clarity and odouron the river

[115] In his evidence Dr Allibone noted that water colour has the potential to affect fish

populations if fish avoid waterways with dark colour. He noted that dark water has the

potential to limit the feeding of visual feeding predators, as they cannot see their prey. 137

Dr Allibone noted that the key difference between natural dark water systems and the

Tarawera River is the naturalness of the river channel. "The natural environment retains

a high diversity of lowland river habitat types that are absentfrom the lower Tarawera

River". He concludes that, therefore, the water colour in the river is "not the limiting

factor onfish abundance and distribution, ratherhabitat is limiting. ,,/38

[116] Dr Boothroyd noted that the conditions of colour and clarity, enhanced dissolved

oxygen levels and available habitat has led to the occurrence of key macroinvertebrate

taxa (EPT>' which are typically regarded as indicative of healthy aquatic ecosystems.P"

He cites the evidence of Dr Hudson noting that light penetration into the river has

increased (penetrating ,to the bottom of the river in .most of the lower reaches where not

shaded by marginal trees), that colour and clarity have improved in the lower river, and

that dissolved oxygen is at levels that sustain aquatic life. 14o Dr Hudson stressed that the

change in colour concentration downstream of the discharge is much larger than that

observed upstream of the discharge, indicating that the reduction in colour concentration

downstream of the discharge has been caused mainly by reduction of the colour load

discharged from the N pond.i'"

137Dr Al1ibone Evidence-in-Chief, paragraph 8.7-8.9
138Dr AI1ibone Evidence-in-Chief, paragraph 8.9
139Dr-Boothroyd Evidence-in-Chief, paragraph 6.9
140Dr BoothroydEvidence-in-Chief, paragraph 6.4

x-<v StJ\l OF /' 141 Transcriptp 377, .

'" t)t«'
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[117] Dr Hudson acknowledged that while the reduction in colour concentration and

load in the discharge has been quite substantial, the impact on the appearance of the river

has been less pronounced. He acknowledged that downstream of the discharge the river

still appears dark with a pronounced yellow hue. Further, he noted that colour strongly

influences user perception regarding aesthetic suitability, with suitability for bathing

being strongly related to perception of visual clarity and less strongly related to actual

clarity.

[118] In his conclusion, Dr Hudson acknowledged that a number of Ministry for the

Environment ("MFE") guideline values are not met, but he was of the view that the

significance of the exceedances must also consider that:

[a] the river is characterized by a highly modified channel, steep banks,

generally poor access to the river, rapid flow, and dense growths of trees along the

margin of the river;

[b] adequate light penetrates the water column;

[c] the macroinvertebrate community shows increases downstream of the

discharge;

[d] fish physiology, diversity and population assessments indicate that the

extent and magnitude of adverse effects by the mill discharge is low.

[119] The smell of the river as an adverse effect was a consistent but secondary theme

of the appellants, clearly subsidiary to that of the discolouration, Mr L Marr gave

evidence that the smell was not present in the river at the outlet from Lake Taraweraat Te

Tapahoro, that the smell of the river was strongest towards the mill and always present,

and not as strong at Matata, but still there. He stated that it was able to be smelled from

the side of the river. 142 Mr Tipene Marr gave evidence that the wairua of the river was

not just affected by the pollution of the river but also by the smell of the river, and that if

142 Transcript p 577
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the colour was cleaned up but the smell remained, the river would "still not be right".

He was clear that the smell he was concerned about was not the result of the various

geothermal discharges into the river.143 When it was put to him, Mr Patterson agreed that

"the colour, the smell and the lookofthe river has deterredus Ngati Rangitthifrom even

considering commercialoptions on andaroundthe river",144

[120] The smell of the river however received little or no attention in the evidence for

the applicants. When Mr Lindsay Marr put the question of the "black liquor" smell of the

river to Mr Hacker, he responded that there was no particular smell when he had been on

the river, but assumed that as the discharge was cleaned up, any smell would reduce.145

When the issue was raised with Dr Hickey, he considered that the river did not have an

objectionable smell at all. He implied that the supposed river smell was in fact the

atmospheric odour. 146 Mr Mahunga did not consider the river to have a smell. 147

[121] MrNewfield produced a series of freshly collected samples from different points

in the discharge processing and from the river itself. Mr Lindsay Marr requested that the

Court remove the lids and smell the samples, especially the sample from the outfall into

the river.148 While the Court might not have the 'calibrated noses' that Ms Freeman'

refers to, we did notice a distinct, non-riverine odour in the samples. Having said that,

we also inspected the Tarawera River at.various sites between Matata and the Tasman

Mill during our site visit. This included being at water level near the cut, on the road and

rail bridges above the river at Awakaponga and on the road bridge above the river on SH

30. At no point on those river inspections could we distinguish an unusual odour in the

river as distinct from that in the atmosphere. The atmospheric odour from the Tasman

Mill was clearly noticeable by the time we reached the SH 30 bridge.

143 Transcript p 673-4
144Transcript p 765
145Transcript p 46-7
146Transcript p 97
147Transcript p 168
148Transcript p 283

I
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Evaluation ofEffects on the Colour Clarity and Odour ofthe River

[122] Given the limited evidence and the disparity of views on whether there is an

"odour in the river that arises from the N discharge, we are unable to make findings on

the river odour separately from the colour and clarity of the liver. However, given it is a

"black liquor" odour that the appellants find objectionable) and that the colour and clarity

issues also are due to this, we take comfort from the expectation that reductions in the

odour of the river will go hand in hand with improvements in the colour and clarity of it.

[123] We find that the current colour loading and the visual clarity of the river appearto

have little actual effect on the ecology of the river, but we also accept that for the

appellants the colour and clarity issues have affected their relationship with the river in an

adverse way. How these adverse effects should be addressed is really the issue for us.

[124J During the hearing, we heard that the river could not be returned to its pristine

state pre~1955 or for the few weeks in 1973, without the Tasman Mill closing. To

underscore this point, we note that the achievement of a colour discharge of 10 tonnes

(equivalent to 'inconspicuous'j-was described as "aspirational" in the evidence that was

presented to us. Also, given the existing condition of the plant, the current technology

available, economic limitations and the nature of the Tasman Mill's operations, there is

no foreseeable method for attaining the aspiration. Therefore, we are faced with

determining a path towards a goal that is as yet apparently unattainable.

Impact ofSl 07 ofthe RMA

[125] Section 107 makes it clear that we should not grant a discharge permit that would

result in a conspicuous change in colour after reasonable mixing) unless there are

exceptional circumstances that should be applied. 149

149Section l07(1)(d) & (2)(a)
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[126] The Tasman Mill owners, supported by EBoP, submit that the following, in

combination, mean that we can find that exceptional circumstances exist:

[a] The Tasman Mill is 100% reliant on the river for water and as a discharge

medium;

[b] Colour is a natural characteristic ofpulp and paper production.

[c] Improvement to the treatment processing technology has substantially

reduced the discharge of the colour to the river from 80 tonnes to 31 tonnes under

the 2003 consent;

[d] There may-be opportunities for further incremental reductions in colour

discharge but it is neither feasible nor economic to cost effectively reduce colour

to the section 107(1) standard;

[e] The actual eoological effects on the river as a result of the colour disoharge

are generally minor;

[fJ To find that exceptional circumstances do not apply would result in the

closure of the pulp mill, causing significant adverse economic effects and would

not achieve the sustainable management purpose;

[g] The background to the establishment of the Tasman Mill including that it

was authorized under its own Enabling Act.

[h] Section 107 was specifically enacted as it was for the Tasman Mill and the

pulp and paper industry among others.

[127] The Society submits in response that a consideration under section 107 comprises

two limbs; first whether there are exceptional circumstances justifying the grant of a

consent and second whether it is consistent with the purpose of the Act to apply the

exception. In this regard the Society submits that:
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[aJ The repealed Enabling Act does not provide exceptional circumstances

allowing for the ongoing discharge; and

[bJ The economic impact 01' the closure of the Tasman Mill IS not an

exceptional circumstance; and

[c] It is not consistent with the purpose of the Act to grant the exception.

Evaluation unders 107

[128J The decision on this issue is finely balanced. Having considered all of the

evidence and the legal principles, by a narrow margin we are persuaded that the granting

of the consent is justified in terms of s.107 (2) (a) as an exceptional circumstance. It is

the combination of the following factors that has led us to this view:

[a] Whilst the Tasman Mill may,not be classified as being as significant as the

production of electricity 01' the disposal of human waste as in Rotokawa and

Paokahu, it is nevertheless a nationally and regionally significant physical

resource that contributes significant positive and social economic effects.

[b] The importance of the Tasman Mill is also illustrated by its history. The

fact that it was subject to the Enabling Act suggests that the site and operation

were considered unique and amounted to something "out of the ordinary", but we

acknowledge the fact that because the process by which the Tasman Mill was

established was exceptional, does not necessarily mean that it continues to be so.

[cJ Section 107 was specifically enacted as it was with the Tasman Mill and

the pulp and paper industry in mind150

150Submissions Mr Majurey paragraph 51
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Ed] The operation of the Tasman Mill is 100% reliant on the river for water

and as a discharge medium. Without access to the river water the Tasman Mill

would close.

[e] Colour is an inherent by-product ofpulp and paper production. We accept

that there have been improvements to the treatment processes and technology has

substantially reduced the discharge of colour to the river over the period of the

2003 consent. This has improved the visual clarity of the river.

[f] We accept that the evidence establishes that in terms of actual effect on

aquatic life, the effect of colour and visual clarity is minor. This aspect has been

given considerable weight by us.

[g] The technology to reduce the discolouration of the discharge to an

inconspicuous point is not currently available. In fact, the reason for the increase

in colour loading created by the wastewater treatment plant is still unlmown. This

however doesnot mean that the effects of the discolouration cannot be mitigated,

by being steadily reduced. We are satisfied there is a commitment by the Tasman

Mill owners to actively seek ways to reduce the colour discharge to the river.

[129] We agree with Mr Fletcher for the Society that s107 also requires us to assess

whether granting the exception is consistent with the purpose of the RMA as set out in s

5. Mr Fletcher for the Society referred to the need to meet the reasonably foreseeable

needs of future generations. He referred to dwindling numbers of Ngati Rangitihi living

at Matata. He submitted that the discolouration ofthe river prevents Ngati Rangitihi from

developing their resources. Whilst accepting that the discolouration can affect the mauri

and wairua of the rivet, we do not agree that the evidence establishes that the colour and

clarity alone prevents Ngati Rangitihi from developing their resources. It is largely the

form and character of the river that inhibits such developments. We have already referred

to the scientific evidence which establishes that the effect of colour on the ecology of the

In addition the opportunities for employment at and because of the
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Tasman Mill arguably provide for the need to meet the reasonably forseeable needs of

future generations.

[130] For the above reasons and for the reasons set out in our general evaluation under s

5, we are satisfied that granting the exception will be consistent with the purpose of the

Act.

[131] The interpretation of "exceptional circumstances" however is not static. As

circumstances and technology change and improvements are made the interpretation of

what constitutes "exceptional circumstances" and Its application in a given case will also

change. The applicants cannot expect to continue with the colour discharge indefinitely.

[132] In our view this situation requires a concerted effort in order for the problem to be

rectified. This will involve considerable expenditure on research and development to

continue to address this problem. In our view it is not enough for the Tasman Mill

owners to continue to rely on international research in the field, particularly as the

evidence seems to establish that the requirements regarding colour and clarity in other

countries are less stringent than in New Zealand.

S 104 Evaluation

[133] Having found that there are exceptional circumstances we go on to evaluate the

proposal under s 104.

[134] So far as the considerations under sl04(1)(a) are concerned, the evidence

establishes that the actual and potential effects on the environment of allowing the

wastewater discharge are and will be minor. Conditions will be able to mitigate any

adverse effects. We have also had regard to the relevant planning instruments outlined in

sl04(1)(b), which for this application are the Tarawera River CatchmentRP, the Water

and Land RP and the RPS. We are satisfied that overall the proposal for discharge to the

river does not compromise the provisions in them.
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Section 105

[135] Because we are dealing with an application for a discharge permit to water which

would contravene s15, in addition to the matters outlined in s104(1) we must consider the

provisions of sl05. Section 105(1) requires us to have regard to:

[a] The nature of the discharge and the sensitivity of the receiving

environment to adverse effects; and

[b] The applicant's reasons for the proposed choice; and

[c] Any possible alternative methods of discharge, including discharge into

any other receiving environment.

[136] We have already assessed the nature of the proposed discharge and dealt with the

sensitivity of the receiving environment as sI05(a) requires. The evidence on these

topics was traversed by Drs Hickey, Allibone, Boothroyd and Hudson. In terms of

s105(1)(b) the applicants' reasons for the discharge to water relate to the establishment of

the Tasman Mill which we have already outlined and the need for access to water in its

production processes.

[137] In relation to s105(1)(c), Dr Mitchell for the applicants considered three

alternatives to discharging the Tasman Mill wastewater to the river:

[a] constructing a new mill;

[b] discharging the wastewater to land rather than the liver;

[0] discharging the wastewater to the coastal marine area via a pipeline and

outfall.
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[138] Dr Mitchell carefully analysed each of these alternatives and summarized the

evidence of others in respect of them, before concluding that none of them was viable

either practically or flnancially.Y' The appellants did not challenge this evidence in any

substantive way. We accept Dr Mitchell's evidence that alternatives to the wastewater

discharge have been considered, but all are neither viable nor appropriate.

[139] We find that the applicants have addressed all of the matters referred to in Section

105(1)(a) - 105(1)(0) as best they can and that the proposed methods of discharge to

water, in the circumstances is the best that can be done for now.

Air Consent 65725

Background

[140] Air Consent 65725 concerns only the proposed activities of the CHH mill and the

issues under appeal in relation to it are more narrowly focused and only concern the

Society. As already outlined the discharge of contaminants to air from the wastewater

treatment and solid waste disposal area is a discretionary activity under Rule 19 (z) ofthe

Air Plan. The discharge of contaminants to air from the production of wood pulp and the

operation of ancillary activities including combustion, are discretionary activities under

Rules 19 (d) and ( q) ofthe same Air Plan.

[141] Under s104(1)(a) we must consider the actual and potential effects on the

environment of allowing the discharges sought. In this case the focus is in two areas. We

will consider the discharges to ail' with particular regard to:

[aJ particulate and gases; and

[b] odour emissions to air.

!51 DrMitchell,Evidence-in-Chief, paragraphs 4.121-125
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[142] Under s104(1)(b) we must also have regard to the relevant provisions of the listed

statutory planning documents. In this case provisions in the RPS, the Air Plan and the

NES are relevant. Dr Graham l 52 and Dr Mitchell l 53 considered each of the relevant

provisions and analysed them carefully. Bo~h concluded that the proposal to discharge to

air did not offend any of the statutory planning instruments. This evidence was not

challenged by the appellants and we accept it.

Particulate and Gases

. The Evidence

[143) The evidence on this topic was given by Ms Freeman for the applicant and Dr

Graham for EBoP. The Society was concerned that dioxins and other poisons were being

emitted through the air discharges from the stacks at the CRH mill. The Society's case

comprised anecdotal evidence of the purported effects of these discharges on human

health. Ms Freeman did much to explain the relevant parameters for the pulp mill air

discharge and the assessments against each of the parameters. She prepared a number of

reports on this issue, which provided full descriptions of the methods, bases and standards

upon which she relied to form her expert view. The reports collated data gathered by her

which was then considered against the relevant standards required.

[144]. Ms Freeman identified fifteen sources of emissions to air at the CRH mill via

stacks located on the site. The types of particulate and gases emitted to the air are:

[a] PMIO - particulates less than 10 mm in diameter, and also PM2S;

[b] Sulphur dioxide (S02), nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide resulting

from combustion processes;

[c] Chlorine gas (Cl-), hydrogen chloride (HCI) and chlorine dioxide (CI02)

emissions from the chemical preparation and bleaching processes; .

I
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[d] Other air contaminants discharged in small amounts, including:

• Volatile organic compounds or "voes"

• Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons or "PAHs"

• Heavy metals (using arsenic, chromium, mercury as indicators);

• Dioxins.

[e] Odour emissions from the digester, bleach plant, lime kilns and chemical

recovery areas

[f] Dust emissions from handling of sawdust, lime mud and wood chip.154

Particulate discharges - PMIO andPM2.5

[145] Ms Freeman undertook dispersion modeling in respect of the particulate

discharges (PMIO and PM2.5) and S02. The data for the modeling was obtained from

residential areas in Kawerau and also at Onepu, Ms Freeman's results for PMIO andPM2.5

emissions were presented to the court in table form and were compared to relevant

guidelines or limits.

[146] With respect to PMIO, Ms Freeman identified the residential areas in Kawerau, the

rural dwellings at Onepu Springs Road and SH34 immediately northeast of the Tasman

Mill as being the nearest sensitive receptors of such discharge. The highest predicted 24~

hour concentrations were unsurprisingly to be found in Kawerau. To her field data, Ms

Freeman added into the model results that assumed background concentrations, so that

the data in the table predicted the worst case cumulative concentrations of PMIO. Ms

Freeman's findings indicate that these emissions even at their worst were below the NBS

by a substantial margin, the annual average was also well below the NZAAQG and that

the risk of cumulative PM2.5 concentrations approaching or exceeding the World Health

Organisation ("WHO") guidelines 155 in Kawerau was low. Because of this and the

conservative nature of the maximum emission rates used, Ms Freeman concluded that the
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emission ofparticulate matter or PM IO and PM2.S will result in no more than minor effects

on the environment.

S02

[147] With respect S02, Ms Freeman also undertook dispersion modeling in the

'residential areas of Kawerau and Onepu and in the industrial areas near the boundary of

the Tasman Mill. The results obtained show that the concentrations of S02 emitted were

well below the NES limit and NZAAQG guideline. Ms Freeman noted that the predicted

maximum 24 hour cumulative concentrations were near or slightly above the WHO

guideline of 20 ug/mj, but well below the WHO interim guideline of 50 ug/mj, Ms

Freeman made the point that there is no regulatory requirement to apply these gui.delines

in New Zealand, however she was confident that if such a guideline was introduced, the

CHH mill would be able to meet such a guideline because:

[a] The cumulative concentrations are dependent on the background

concentration which she believes has been overestimated in this case; and

[b] The average emission rate used in the model is 85lh percentile; in other

words on 85% of days the emission rates of S02 are less than those used in the

model.

[148] Overall Ms Freeman concluded that the potential for adverse effects due to

maximum 802 emissions is minor.

Other Contaminants

[149] With respect to emissions of nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, benzene and

BaP, chlorine compounds and heavy metals, Ms Freeman found that the potential for

adverse effects arising from them were either minor, less than minor or negligible.

I

I
\1

I

I
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Dioxins

[150] Ms Freeman noted that the dioxin emissions from the CBB mill were tested in

2000, 2004 and 2008. She said:

They were reported to be generally low and comparable with the emission levels
determined for other Industrial boilers in New Zealand burning coal and wood. Dioxin
emissions from Recovery Boiler 2 and the two lime kilns were found to be low relative to
the two power boilers. The power boilers are considered to be the main potential source
of dioxin emissions at the site,166 .

[151] Ms Freeman concluded that "the dioxin emissions are minor in the context of the

national dioxin inventory and also comply with New Zealand's strategy for meeting its

obligations under the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants. ,,157

[152] Overall Ms Freeman concluded that the potential for adverse effects due to the

discharge of dioxins from the CBB Mill was less than minor.

Dust

[153] Airb~me dust arises at the CBB mill from the chipping process, the handling and

storage of wood chips and vehicle movements on unpaved surfaces in the log storage

area. Dust can also be generated from the disturbance of the lime mud dust storage pile.

These emissions are referred to teohnically as "fugitive dust emissions".

[154] Although not associated generally with adverse health effects, Ms Freeman

believed there could be a potential for dust to cause nuisance if it was not properly

managed and controlled. Ms Freeman told the Court that the Ministry for the

Environment's "Good Practice Guide for Dust,,158 recommends focusing on effective

dust control procedures in order to assess the effects of fugitive dust emissions. Ms

Freeman told the Court that a number of dust control measures were used at the eRR

156 Ms Freeman,Evidence-in-Chief, paragraph 7.1
157Ms Freeman, Evidence-in-Cbief'paragraph 7.4

. 158 MFE 2001
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mill including locating dust-creating activities in areas where they are less likely to cause

a problem for local residents. Ms Freeman noted that the Tasman Mill had not received

any complaints about dust emissions, .either from local residents 01' from users of State

Highway 34 which runs alongside the boundary close to the chip stock piles, the lime

mud dust stock pile and the logging yard.

[155] Ms Freeman considered overall that the potential for adverse effects due to dust

was less than minor.

Dr Graham's Evidence

[156] Dr Graham reviewed the evidence of Ms Freeman for EBoP. He confirmed that

Ms Freeman's modeling methodology for assessing the actual and potential effects of the

discharges to air was consistent with the Ministry for the Environment's "Good Practice

Guide for Atmospheric Dispersion Modelling (2002) ".159 He generally agreed 'with Ms

Freeman's summary and conclusions and in particular that the potential adverse health

effects from any of the contaminants discharged to air would be no more than minor.

[157] Dr Graham noted that the proposed mill-wide limit of 65kg/hr at any time and

50kg/hr as a 12 month rolling average for particulate matter, is significantly lower than

the 75kg/hr that would be permissible under the current individual source limits

(excluding No 2 Power Boiler). Similarly, he noted that sulphur dioxide and chlorine

compound levels are within current limits and that no other plant emissions are of any

particular concern,

[158] Dr Graham suggested that appropriate levels of plant monitoring and management

through Management Plans that are clearly documented and are regularly reviewed and

updated be included as a condition of consent, 160 In his view, such Plans would, assist

EBoP staff to more readily identify any operational problems with discharges to air which

might need to be remedied.

159 Dr Graham Evidence-in-Chief paragraph 4.3
IGO Dr Graham Evidence-in-Chief paragraph 5.10
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Evaluation ofdischarges ofparticulate and gases to air

[159] We accept the evidence of Ms Freeman and Dr Graham that all of the emissions

resulting from the discharge of particulate or gases from the CRR mill are within

appropriate guidelines and further that the potential for any adverse effects arising from

them is minor and in the case of dust, less than minor.

[160] We accept that the effects ofthese discharges are properly able to be mitigated by

conditiona. We are satisfied that the conditions proposed are suitable.

vOdouremissions to air

TheEvidence

[161] In the main, any odour emissions from the Tasman Mill emanate from the CRR

kraft pulping procesa 161 and are attributable to the total reduced sulphur (TRS)

compounds which are a by-product of the kraft pulping process. Ms Freeman proposed

that the combined TRS concentration minus the R2S concentration would be an

appropriate indicator for pulp mill odour.

[162] Eight stacks discharge odour emissions from the CRR mill and in addition, it was

acknowledged there can be "fugitive odour emissions". These are odour emissions which

escape from places other than via the stacks.

[163] The evidence for the Society was that odour was a leading concern. Claims were

made that the odour was so pungent, that with certain wind or weather conditions, it

could be smelled as far as Matata itself. After visiting the Tasman Mill, we generally

agree that the odour is very strong and would be a constant nuisance to those in the town

of Kawerau and the surrounding area. Evidence was given of this impact at Matata by
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Ms Elsa Gannaway. Ms Gannaway said that "unpleasant odour from the Kawerau Mill is

an unwelcome fact of life for the people ofMatata, being especially pungent on winter

mornings when the wind is from the south. ,,162 Ms Gannaway's brief was read by us, but

she was unable to attend the hearing and be cross-~xamined on it. Her evidence, whilst

taken into account by us, must be tempered by this fact.

[164] We note that Ms Freeman was not convinced that the people in Matata could be

affected in the manner describecl. 163 Ms Freeman presented a graph showing the lime

kiln venting history from March 2005 to January 2010 and explained its assumptions and

exclusions.164 She noted an increase in venting episodes from October 2007 to the

middle of 2009 due to certain process issues, but she told the Court that 'normal' lower

levels are again being achieved. She referred to a venting episode in March 2009 where

there was a complaint logged. 165

[165] Ms Freeman also cited a 2007 "Community Odour Annoyance Survey"

undertaken in residential Kawerau and Edgecumbe, and the rural Rangitaiki plains. The

results were confirmed by a further 2009. study and conform to the Ministry for

Environment's Odour Guide for measuring the degree of annoyance present in a

community due to industrial odour emissions. The results of the 2009 survey were

compared with those obtained in a survey conducted in 2000. The outcome of the study

was a general finding that the intensity and frequency of odour episodes has reduced

between the two survey years, although the percentage of people in the surveyed areas

that are affected has generally not decreased.

[166] Ms Freeman also gave evidence that there has been a substantial decrease in

numbers of complaints in recent times. Ms Freeman was not aware of any complaints

made about odour nuisance from the Tasman Mill in the Matata area since March 2002

and further stated that no submissions were received about this from residents at Matata.

Dr Graham for BBoP confirmed this, recognizing that by comparison there had been

162Ms Gannaway, Evidence-in-Chiefp 2
163 Ms Freeman, Rebuttal Evidence,paragraph 2.2
164 Ms Freeman, Evidence-in-Chief, Fig 1
165Ms Freeman, Evidence-in-Chief, paragraph 9.7-9.8
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submissions made about odour nuisance from the Tasman Mill by Matata residents at the

2001 hearing. Dr Graham also told the court that the modeling undertaken did not

support the view that odour was somehow "channelled down" towards Matata and

thereby was more concentrated there.

[167] From the dispersion modeling of the stacks, Ms Freeman concluded that the CD3

Fibreline, Recovery Boiler 2 and CD2 Chip Bin stacks are the dominant sources of odour.

She suggested that improvements can only be achieved through staff training and

modifying control logic and the ways in which staff respond to venting events. Further,

she avers that reducing the frequency and duration of unavoidable SOG and cNCG

venting episodes, appears to be the improvement measure most likely to progressively

reduce off-site odour impacts.

[168] Finally, Ms Freeman noted that While there has been a reduction in odour over the

last lO to 20 years there will always be some residual emissions of odour. In her opinion,

EBoP's proposed consent conditions are appropriate to lock in the improvements that

have been made, and to periodically review progress.

Evaluation ofeffectofodouremissions to air

[169] We agree that the strongest odour would be experienced by those in Kawerau.

Whilst we do not doubt the claims of odour at Matata, they would be less than that which

is experienced by those who live and work closer to the Tasman Mill. We are satisfied

that whilst there are adverse effects associated with odour discharges from time to time,

they have lessened since the 2001 consent hearing. We accept that odour emissions are

an unavoidable by-product of the Kraft pulping process, and that this will result in a loss

of amenity to those living and working in the locality. We have carefully considered the

proposed conditions and we are satisfied that they are appropriate and robust enough to

.ensure that odour emissions are minimized. The proposed conditions set emission

controls and monitoring, returns and reporting regimes. They require preparation of an

Operations and Monitoring Management Plan within three months of the issue of the

resource consent, with three yearly reviews.
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Overall Evaluation ofAir Consent.

[170J We are satisfied that the actual and potential effects of the discharge of particulate

and gases, and odour to air can be mitigated by appropriate conditions. In addition, the

unchallenged evidence of Drs Mitchell and Graham is that the proposed activities are

broadly consistent with the relevant provisions of the RPS, the Air Plan and the NES.

Our assessment concurs with their view.

[171] To complete this discussion we must also have regard to s, 104E. The Supreme.

Court in Greenpeace NZ Inc v Genesis Power Ltd 2008 NZSC 112 has confirmed the

approach to be taken under s 104E:

[a] The adverse effects on climate change from greenhouse gases cannot be

taken into account in respect of proposals involving non-renewable energy

sources.

[bJ The positive effects from the use of renewable energy can however be

considered.

[172] The applicants submit that the combustion of wood waste is a renewable energy

and therefore provides a positive climate change effect which is recognized by the RMA

under section 104E. This aspect of the case is not in dispute and we accept this

submission.

Section 104 (2A) - Value ofInvestment

[173] When, as in this case, the application is for the renewal of resource consents, we

are required by s 104 (2A) to "... have regard to the value of the investment of the

existing consent holder". Mr Majurey submitted that the Tasman Mill has "... been

I

I
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developed on the basis ofsignificant investment over ... decades into its current form,,166

and asked us to accept that "the value ofthe investmentby the Tasman Companies is an

important beneficial factor to be givenrealweight". 167

[174] Despite this, the applicants initially offered no evidence as to the value of that

investment to allow us to give it the appropriate regard. It was only in answer to

questions of the Court that Mr Landman gave us an estimate of the replacement value for

the eRR plant at $1 billion" and Mr Hacker gave an estimate of $500 million for the

book value of the NS plant. Mr Hacker stated that to replace the production capability of

the NS operation would cost in the order of US$450 million. 169 These figures are not

comparable to each other and were very much "off-the-cuff' numbers, not based on

reference to any documents. As such we can give them little weight as rigorous estimates

of value. At best they are rough indications of the order ofmagnitude of the investments.

[175] We note that the injunction in s 104 (2A) is to have regard to the value of the

investment, not the cost of replacement of the investment. In that regard the $500 million

figure, described by Mr Hacker as " ... what they paid for it with depreciation back in

2000", is more useful. However, it is not totally clear whether 'what have they paid

for...back in 2000" relates to the entire mill - which is what was bought - or the NS

component - which is what was retained by NS. Other than to suggest the value of the

investment is in the order of $500m-$1b-plus, this evidence is not particularly useful.

[176] In addition to the evidence of Messrs Landman and Hackel', we were provided

some confidential and commercially sensitive financial information.V" which included

the value of capital expenditure of the Tasman Mill on environmental improvement over

the last ten years. This information revealed that the parties have made a large capital

investment in their environmental systems over the ten years since they purchased the

mills.
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[177] We also have the evidence of our own eyes from our site inspection of what is one

of the larger of New Zealand's industrial plants. The physical plant, although obviously

old, appears well maintained. It is impressive in its scale, and makes real the abstract

dollar values, whatever the precise figures may be.

[178] We aocept that the investment in the Tasman Mill is in the order of at least

$500m~$lb and is substantial. We also accept that the Tasman Mill companies have

continued to make large capital investments in the mills in the 10 years since they took

ownership of them.

Part 2 Issues

Section 104 of the RMA is subject to Part 2 of the Act. As we noted above, section 5 sets

out the purpose of the RMA and section 5(2) diotates how the purpose is to be achieved.

In this case Sections 6, 7 and 8 of the RMA are relevant and need to be considered. We

tum to consider these sections before considering the arguments for and against giving

them full effect and then assessing whether the purpose of the RMA under s5 will be met

by granting or declining the consents.

Sections 6, 7 and 8

[179] Section 6(e) of the RMA arises because the proposal concerns the relationship of

Maori and their culture and traditions with the river. Not only is the river "water" in

terms of s, 6(e), but we accept the evidence that it is a taonga as well. Under s. 6 the

Court must recognize and provide for the matters outlined in s. 6(e) as a matter of

national importance.

[180] Section 7 ofthe RMA requires us to have particular regard to kaitiakitanga. In the

context of this case, the principle of kaitiakitanga requires we recognize who have the

right to exercise guardianship over the river in accordance with tikanga Maori. We note

that this speoial relationship and responsibility may also be one that concerns the other

Iwi interests who have not appealed the decision of the hearings committee.
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[181J Section 8 requires that we take into account the principles of the Treaty of

Waitangi,

TheArguments

[182J The position adopted by Messrs Marr in this appeal has been generated from their

belief that they have inherited the responsibility of kaitiaki of the Tarawera River. In

fact, Mr Linday Man described himself as a "lcaitialci environmentallst.v'"' The Marr's

position during the appeal was thus based on the historical and cultural value of the river

and on their anecdotal and personal experiences with it. The approach they adopted has

been formed and determined from a long association with the river, its developments,

uses and misuses, and they have a very real and a genuine emotional, spiritual and

cultural concern for its wairua and mauri. This approach is best encapsulated by this

statement made by Mr Tipene Man:

In our evidence we will not be arguing the European science, but the Tikanga and Kawa,
Maori science, our traditions, handed down from our Tlpuna (Ancestors), the tikanga
(taken from the word tlka, which means right), the right way of doing things around your
wai maori, (fresh water), your Awa (river). the Kaitiakitanga, (guardianship), Manakltanqa,
(the art of caring), arohatanga, (the art of loving your talao, environment). Sections 6, 7
and 8 of the RMA.

These are the basic requirements, to Maori, for sustaining life. and preserving human
habitat, for the generations to come.

[183J The same approach to the appeal has been followed by the Society who also claim

to be thekaitiaki of the Tarawera River. They say they have exercised this role in a

number of cases before the Environment Court in respect of the Matata Lagoon and the

streams and rivers that flow into them.172 As kaitialci, the Society's concern is with the

restoration and preservation of the river.

171Mr L Man, Statement p 1
m Mr Fletcher, Submissions p 8, para 26
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Discussion ofthe Evidence

[184] We are in no doubt that the Tarawera River is a taonga to the people of Ngati

Rangitihi and that they have inherited a long and ancient relationship with the river. It

forms a part of their ancestral lands and waters. We are also in no doubt that Ngati

Rangitihi, with other local tangata whenua, exercised and continue to exercise

kaitiakitanga and rangatiratanga over the river and thus can invoke the principles of the

Treaty of Waitangi where their taonga is threatened.

[185] All the appellants purport to represent the interests of Ngati Rangitihi in this

appeal. 173 They claim they received their mandate from a series of three Hui-a-Iwi (tribal

-gatherings), all duly advertised. 174 These hui were paid for by the applicants contribution

"of $12,000 to the Society, in what appears to be a good faith attempt to consult with Ngati

Rangitihi. At the last of these meetings a resolution was passed against the applications

for resource consents. Mr Tipene Marr also relies on a petition that he presented during

this appeal. 175

[186] Their expression of kaitiakitanga and rangatiratanga has been framed by the

appellants as individual and collective rights. Thus evidence given by Ms Pacey

suggesting that all these rights may also be more individualistic in nature, can only be

relevant to the individual rights asserted during the appeal. 176

[187] In terms of the collective right, the appellants expressed these rights communally

for the benefit of all ofNgati Rangitihi.

[188] But in this case we have conflicting evidence from Mr Henare Pryor. He gave

evidence that he speaks on behalf of the people ofNgati Rangitihi. He is the Chairman of

Te Runanga a Ngati Rangitihi, the body charged with responsibility for pursing the
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settlement of the tribes Central North Island forestry Treaty ofWaitangi claims. I?? As a

result of the CNI forestry settlement, a new post settlement governance trust, Te Mana 0

Ngati Rangitihi, has been established to represent the iwi. Mr Pryor's told us that only

these two bodies, the Runanga and the settlement trust, are the appropriately mandated

entities for handling Ngati Rangitihi affairs. I?8 He claimed that no one otherthan these

two organisations can claim a mandate to speak for the tribe. I?9 Mr Pryor claimed that

the scope of the Te Mana trust "covers everything that happens to Ngati Rangitihi,,18o yet

he acknowledged that he had not read the trust deed. When Mr Patterson put to him that

the mandate of the trust was limited to the CNI forestry settlement he did not deny it but

prevaricated. 181

[189] Mr Pryor supports the applications for resource consents and he supported the

Tasman Mill owners in this appeal on the basis that a "lot ofthings have been ,done at the

Mill to improve the discharge, as shown by improvements in the river downstream of

Kawerau. ,,182

[190] Despite close questioning of Mr Pryor and the appellants, we have been

unconvinced that any of these people may claim the mandate to either support or oppose

the consents on behalf of Ngati Rangitihi iwi, while of course being able to do so as

individuals. The reasons for this are:

[a] First, there are major technical flaws with the approach adopted by the

appellants to obtain a mandate. The problem relates to the manner in which the

hui were advertised for July 12, July 19 and July 26 2009. They were advertised

simply as hui to discuss the "resource consent application by Carter Holt Norske

Skog to pollute the Tarawera River for another 35 years.,,183 There is no issue as

to notice regarding the first two hui, although the characterisation of the N

discharges was emotionally charged. No Minutes were taken of the first two hui,
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but we were told that attendance lists were kept. 184 On the attendance list for the

second hui a note was written purporting to record a resolution giving the

appellants a mandate to represent Ngati Rangitihi. 185 That resolution was

advertised as an agenda item for the last of the hui. The trouble was that the

advertisement resulted in only 4 days 'notice of the proposal to confirm the

resolution,186

/•
The advertisement reads as follows:

Kaupapa

Tarawera River Pollution

A unanimous resolution was passed at the Hui-a-Iwi held at the Rangitihi Marae,
JUly 19, 2009 that the submitters Andre Patterson (representing Te
Rangatiratanga 0 Ngati Rangitih Inc) Linsay Marr and Tipene Marr, these three to
be mandated body to represent Ngati Rangitihi in the Resource Consents
Applications by Carter Holt Harvey and Norske Skog Tasman to pollute the
Tarawera River for another 35 years.187

[b] Clearly four days was not sufficient notice of such an important resolution

for anyone from the iwi with an interest.

[c] In addition, at the meeting no Minutes were kept. Indeed, we were only

presented with the list of attendees.188 We thus do not know at what stage of the

hui the resolution was confirmed and how many people were still present. We

were also informed that no representatives for the applicants were asked to attend

these meetings. It is also clear from the evidence that the appellants' did not have,

or did not provide if they did, access to the research demonstrating the gradual

improvements in the health of the river so that participants could be fully

informed before they made a decision whether to vote for the resolution or not.

184 Transcript, p 770
185 SocietyExhibit 4
186 Transcript, p 771
187 Exhibit6
188 SocietyExhibit 4 & 5
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[d] Mr Tipene Man referred to the petition he produced with his evidence.189

The signatures on this petition have been gathered over a period of time. 190 That

petition was signed by a reasonable number ofNgati Rangitihi people. However,

all that petition does is declare the opposition of the signatories to the "continued

pollution of the Tarawera Awa, by Carter Holt Harvey and Norske Skog" and

their support for seeking "the continuation of the clean-up of the Awa, Air and

land consents 65720, 65721, 65724, 65725, WDC, 24.2.09.39.,,191 There are

several possible interpretations of this petition, which can only be described as

ambiguous. On one reading of it, it could be argued that the signatories were

happy for the Tasman Mill to continue its operations so long as it "cleaned up its

act". There is certainly nothing that supports the filing of this appeal.

[e] If the evidence on mandate for the appellants is uncertain, Mr Pryor's

mandate can only be described as nebulous. By his own admission he did not

conduct any assessment of whether Ngati Rangitihi would support the applicants.

Rather, he signed the MOD as a respected kaumatua and because he "was me".192

Nor did he convene a meeting ofTe Runanga a Ngati Rangitihi.l'"

[f] We further note that MI- Tipene Marr holds the environmental portfolios

for both Te Mana a Ngati Rangitihi and Te Runanga a Ngati Rangitihi. While his

evidence was that the Runanga had not met for over a year or so he was in a

position to call a meeting and obtain the mandate ofhis fellow Runanga members.

He chose not to. In addition, his advice to Te Mana 0 Ngati Rangitihi Trust not to

sign the MOD was not followed. He was out-voted by his fellow trustees.l'"

Thus he cannot claim to speak for either of these organizations either, despite

holding the environment portfolios, By comparison, Mr Graham Pryor at least

had the mandate to sign the MOD referred to below on behalf of Te Mana 0 Ngati

Rangitihi.
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[g] We note also that Mr Pryor as the Chairman of Te Runanga 0 Ngati

Rangitihi and Mr Graham Pryor as Chairman of Te Mana a Ngati Rangitihi

signed a Memorandum of Understanding or "MOU" (together with Ngati

Tuwharetoa ki Kawerau and Ngati Awa) with the applicants. 195 However, we are

uncertain whether the Te Mana 0 Ngati Rangitihi trust deed provides scope for the

trust to make commitments outside the ambit of the CNI forestry settlement

without obtaining an explicit mandate to do so. We were told that the reason why

these representatives signed was because they believed " ..this will enable future

improvements to be considered and implemented while ensuring the Mill remains

viable."I96 Only the appellants seem to have taken issue with this.

[h] The MOU was signed at Umutahi Maraei at Matata on 3 March 2010. It

was signed on behalf of many Ngati Rangitihi.v" This was a public occasion,

well attended and any person who wanted to object could have done so, In this

manner, the implication was, Mr Pryor's leadership and mandate was secured,

[191] But, and despite the above uncertainties as to mandate, we note that the MOD

appears to 1.1S to be an important advance for relationships between all the local Tangata

Whenua and the Tasman Mill owners.

[192] The MOU was provided to us during the hearing with the consent of all the

parties, but on the basis that the detail of it remained confidential. It was formally

produced in evidence on this basis.

Overall Evaluation oftheArgumentson ss, 6. 7 and 8

[193] The approach to how we assess these provisions, is to be found in the decision of

the Court ofAppeal in Water Care Services v Minhinnick198 followed by the High Court
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in Whangamata Marine Society Inc v Attorney-Generat199 'and Waikanae Christian

Holiday Park v Kapiti Coast District Council. 20o These decisions are complimented by

the decision of the High COUlt in Minister ofConservation v Tasman District Council.201

Basically these cases are authority for the proposition that where matters require due

appraisal under section 6, 7 and 8, these cannot trump other relevant values or

considerations. Nor can sections 6, 7 and 8 provide a right of veto or priority over other

values pertinent to achieving the RMA's purpose where such other matters fall for

consideration as well.202 Baragwanath J noting that sections 6, 7 and 8 matters cannot

trump other relevant considerations and values sawall the provisions as a "... seamless

whole within the operation ofthis singlestatute that reconciles competing useswhich our

sophisticated societyrequires. ,,203

[194] Thus an overall balancing of values and relevant considerations is required.

Given the unfortunate discrepancies in how the appellants and Mr Pryor purport to have

acquired a mandate, we are not able to find that either of them has the right to represent

Ngati Rangitihi in terms of the applications for resources consents. Thus the weight to be

given to both the evidence for the appellants and the evidence of Mr Pryor in tenus of

ss.6, 7 and 8 is significantly reduced, as we find they can only represent themselves in

these proceedings.

[195] In that respect, the appellants assert certain culture affects on their relationship

with the ancestral waters of the Tarawera River, their ability to exercise kaitiakitanga and

their exercise of Treaty rights. But these affects cannot be used as a basis to invoke

sections 6, 7 and 8 such as to accord a priority for their interests, nor may these

provisions be used to veto other relevant considerations pertinent to achieving the

purpose of the RMA under section 5. Rather the weight to be given to the issues raised

must be balanced against the competing regional social and economic benefits of the
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Tasman Mill and the evidence that, save for the issue of colour and clarity, the N

discharges to the Tarawera River are no more than minor. In terms of the discharges to

air and odour, we agree with the Hearings Commissioners that these do not reach public

health thresholds - and further improvements are to be made.

Purpose ofthe RMA - Section 5 Evaluation

[196] The assessment of weight to be given to the appellant's concerns and the extent to

which we must have regard to them must be determined by reference to the purpose of

the RMA as outlined in section 5. ,The well known purpose of the RMA as outlined in

Section 5(1) is to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources.

Because this purpose is the heart of the RMA it is important to record exactly the

definition given to it in subsection 2:

(2) In this Act, sustainable management means managing the use, development,
and protection of natural and physical resources in a way, or at a rate, which
enables people and communities to provlde for their social, economic, and
cultural well-being andfor their health and safety while-
(a) sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding minerals)
to meetthe reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations; and
(b) safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and ecosystems;
and
(c) avoiding, remedying, or mitigating anyadverseeffects of activities on the
environment.

[197] It almost goes without saying that the purpose of the RMA relates to promoting

the sustainable management of not only natural, but also physical resources, This case

brings both of these factors into sharp relief. On the one hand there is the natural

resource of the river which must be sustainably managed, on the other hand there is the

physical resource of the Tasman Mill which also must be sustainably managed.

Subsection (2) outlines what sustainable management means and clearly it involves the

balancing of a number of factors, It is however important to record that the RMA seeks

to promote the sustainable management ofboth the natural and the physical.

[198]
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Taking those matters into account and weighing them with OUf ss, 6, 7 and 8 findings, we

find that the purpose of the RMA under s. 5 will be met by granting these consents

subject to stringent conditions of consent and a limited term.

[199] This' means 'that we are satisfied that the two applications for discharge consents

meet the purpose of sustainable management as is defined in Section 5(2). Clearly the

continuation of the Tasman Mill provides for the social and economic well-being of the

people and communities who rely on the Tasman Mill for work, but it must be

remembered that the Tasman Mill has a contribution to make on a national level as well

as to the Bay of Plenty region. We find that the economic and social benefits of allowing

the Tasman Mill to continue to operate, with the consents being applied for, far out-weigh

the foreseeable economic and social negatives arising from the operation ofthe consents.

[200J Apart from the effect of the discharge on the COIOVf and clarity of the river, the

evidence establishes that the proposal safeguards the life-supporting capacity of the river

and ecosystems in it and the air. Where there are potential and actual adverse effects

theses aspects are mitigated by appropriate conditions.

[201] The effect of the discharge on the colour and clarity of the river is an adverse

effect which is unable to be avoided without closing the Tasman Mill, but in our view this

effect is able to be mitigated by conditions. It is this aspect of Section 5 which requires

close analysis by us because the appellants have claimed that the colour loading and loss

of clarity affects the cultural well-being of Maori. Because of the findings we have made

in relation to their mandate for Ngati Rangitihi we cannot say with any degree of

certainty the number of people who consider colour and clarity an issue and who, if they

were properly informed, would have raised the same concerns as those expressed by

Messrs Mart, Potter and Patterson. We make mention of this because there are clearly

other tangata whenua who believe their wellbeing is enhanced by the Tasman Mill

continuing to operate. The fact that the MOD has been signed by Ngati Awa,

Tuwharetoa leiKawerau and the two Ngati Rangitihi organisations, seems to infer that for

those signatories their cultural wellbeing is being met. In this regard there is recognition

: '
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that the continuation of the Tasman Mill sustains the potential of the river to meet the

reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations.

[202] Weighing those matters in the balance, we are satisfied that the purpose of the

RMA will be met by granting the consents with stringent conditions. The real issue now

is the length of the consents and the conditions which should attach to these.

Term of consent and conditions

Decision oftTte Hearings Commissioners

[203] The Hearings Commissioners rejected the applicants request for 35 year consents

and imposed instead a term of 25 years on all consents. Under s 290A of the RMA we

must have regard to their decision overall, but we also have regard specifically to their

views on this topic, which is to be found at paragraphs 223 - 228 of their decision.

[204] The Commissioners specifically rejected the submission for full-term consents,

articulating that "the protection of s107 cannot be permitted to run regardless". The

Commissioners recognised that a full-term consent was not appropriate because the

discharge to the river "continues to give offence". The decision refers to the need for

security of investment and development for the applicants, but also signals the need for

solutions to be found to reduce the colour of the discharge to the point of

inconspicuousness. There was specific consideration given to whether a shorter term of

consent was desirable for the consent relating to the discharge of water to the river, but

this was rejected on the basis that a similar term for all of the consents would better

provide for integrated resource management and practice.

[205] Overall the decision and reasons for rejecting the applicants' request for 35 year

consents were well articulated. Apart from in a very general way, the reasons for

adopting the 25 year term are however, less clear. It would have been more helpful if this

part of the decision had been more carefully reasoned with reference to the evidence. It is
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for this reason that we have decided to consider more analytically the evidence called to

support the 25year term.

The parties' views OTt length Ofterm

[206] The applicants supported by EBoP contend that the 25 year term of the consent is

appropriate and that the conditions proposed are sufficient to meet the adverse effects

identified. Mr Landman stated CHH is "seeking long term resource consents at
. .

appropriate levels to enable the ongoing operation of the Tasman Mill to provide a secure

'base for future investment in thepulp mill".204 In cross examination he stated that as well

as the $60m for the recovery boiler they would be spending "something like $1DDm " over

the next ten years on ongoing equipment replacement, and that for such capital

investment" ." normallyyou look at afinancial return over 25years.,,205

[207] Mr Hacker said "Norske Skog requires long term resource consents for these

activities, toprovide a secure basefor thefuture ofTasman operations and investment in the

ongoing activities of the site andfor sustainable manufacturing in the interests of the whole

cmmnunity,,.206 Mr Landman stated CHH is "seeking long term resource consents at

appropriate levels to enable the ongoing operation of the Tasman Mill to provide a

secure baseforfuture investment in thepulp mill ",207

[208] The applicants submit that it would be wrong in principle for the COUlt to impose

a shorter term unless it wished to retain the option to close the Tasman Mill, which they

submit is a course of action that would be contrary to the weight of the evidence. To

support their argument the applicants refer to Genesis Power Ltd v Manawatu-Wanganui

Regional Council. 208

[209] The appellants submit that the evidence does not support a term of 25 years and a

reduced term is appropriate. The Society argues that the Genesis case is distinguishable

204 MI'Landman Evidence-in-Chiefparagraph 4.1
205 Transcript p 16
206 Mr Hacker Bvidence-in-Chief'paragraph 6.4
201 Mr Landman Bvidence-in-Chief'paragraph 4.1
208 [2006] NZRMA 536 (He)
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on its facts, because in that case the effects of the water-take for hydro-electricity

generation and the cultural effects on Maori were well-known and unlikely to change

over the term of the consent. Mr Fletcher submits the situation is different in this case,

because first there is the possibility of technological change being able to further reduce

colour effects and second, the cultural effects on Maori have changed over time "as the

acceptance ofthe trade-offbetween accepting pollution for the resulting economic benefit

has severely diminished".209 The implication from these submissions is that there is the

prospect of change which evidentially supports a shorter term of consent being

appropriate and Mr Fletcher submits that a term of 5-8 years is appropriate.

The Law

[210] The Genesis case concerned an application by Genesis for consents to operate the

Tongariro Power Development Scheme (."TPDS"). This involved diverting part of the

Whanganui river headwaters into Lake Taupo and then into the Waikato River. The

Regional council had granted 35. year consents which were then appealed to the

Environment Court by the Ngati Rangi Trust.

[211] The Environment Court held that the diversion of waters substantially prejudiced

the Ngati Rangi Truat'scultural and spiritual values. It reduced the term of the consents

to 10 years to allow a "meeting of the minds" between Genesis and the Trust on long

term mitigation solutions.

[2,12] On appeal, the High Court found that the "meeting of the minds" concept was an

improper test used to fill an evidential gap; that gap' having been created because the

Trust had failed to specify measures which would mitigate the adverse effects. Further

the Court held that the Environment Court was mistaken in concluding that the consent

conditions review proposed, precluded a wholesale review.

[213] The High Court decision was appealed to the Court of Appeal on a different point

and now awaits determination in the Supreme Court, The COUlt of Appeal decision is

209 Submissions Mr Fletcherparagraph 3.2
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however useful as it contains some assistance on how this Court should deal with the

difficult issue of term of consent versus review conditions. Clearly the length oftime for

a consent is an issue for the Court to determine based on its evaluation of the evidence it

hears. As Ellen France J held, a period of less than 35 years is open to the COUlt.

Significantly a lack of evidence is not to be addressed by reducing the term of a consent,

but the COUlt must also consider the ambit of powers given by the review consent

process.

[214J Whilst the judgment of Ellen France J was dissenting, the majority decision was

only a narrow one and the dicta concerning the process involved in considering the

evidence and analyzing the proposed consents was not challenged or commented on by

the majority.

[215] Whilst Mr Fletcher referred to Alexandra District Flood Action Society v Otago

Regional Council2JObeing authority for the proposition that where adverse effects cannot

be avoided, remedied or mitigated the term of the consent should be reduced, that case

was decided before Genesis and is an Environment COUlt decision, Where there is a

difference in principle articulated by a 'higher Court and the Environment Court, the

doctrine ofprecedent requires us to follow the higher COUlt decision.

[216] At the end of the day, the Genesis case really requires an analysis of the evidence

justifying the term sought and consideration of whether review conditions are able to

.control adverse effects. The extent of the review conditions proposed are also relevant

bearing in mind that the power to impose them is not unlimited.

,[217] To be valid a condition must be for a resource management purpose, fairly and

reasonably relate to the activity authorized by the consent and not be so unreasonable that

a reasonable consent authority would not have approved it.211
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Analysis

[218] Some of the issues before the court in the Genesis case are similar to the issues

which arose in this case. In this case, there are concerns raised by some tangata whenua

about the effect of the discharges to the Tarawera River on its mauri and wairua. These

are the kinds of metaphysical, but very real effects which were also evident in the

Genesis case. Unlike the Genesis case however, this case is one to which s107 of the

RMA applies. The question arises as to whether this has any impact on the length of term

for which consent should be granted, because at the heart of its decision is a recognition

by the Court that consent has only been granted because exceptional circumstances exist.

We are mindful that the cases decided under s 107 are cases where short terms of consent

have been granted with stringent conditions to ensure that the applicant is required to take

significant steps to meet its environmental obligations.

[219] We have decided by a very narrow margin that s 107(2)(a) of the RMA applies in

this case. As we have said, each of the factors relied on by the applicants would not of

themselves have been exceptional, it is the combination of them which has led us to that

decision. We agree with the Hearings Commissioners that the protection of sl 07 (2) (a)

cannot be permitted to run regardless.

[220] The real issue for us is how long is really needed to achieve the necessary colour

reduction as against the need for security of investment?The evidence establishes that

technology to further reduce the colour discharge is available, but it has only been

installed elsewhere in new mills and the capital cost is significant and not economic for a

mill of this age. There would also be significant ongoing operating costs associated with

it,212 Therefore, so far as colour reduction is concerned, we do not accept Mr Fletcher's

submission that there is "every possibility ofcontinued technological advancements over

212 Mr JohnsonEvidence-in-Chiefp26 paragraph6
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the next 25 years". For the Tasman Mill, given its age, the evidence establishes that

improvements in production processes will assist, but apart from that, there are no further

technological solutions on the horizon.

[221J At issue also is the status of the requirement in condition 7.8 and 7.9 of thy water

discharge consent to take "all practicable steps" with the "objective" .of reducing the

colour discharge to 10 tonnes per day by the expiry of the consent. This was described as

a "target" and an "aspiration '" by Mr Newfield.r':' He stated that " .. .we live in the hope

that there will be some breakthrough that would help us to get there in that time period"

[222] Dr Mitchell, the applicants planning witness, viewed the objective as ". ..a much

higher goal than an aspiration target". Although Dr Mitchell did not consider it to be a

mandatory requirement, he considered the "all practicable steps" requirement (which he

referred to as "best practicable option" or BPO) to be a "very vigorous test'" although

the final objective of inconspicuousness is "perhaps asptrattonoi'ti":

[223] An inconspicuous colour discharge by the end of the consent that is merely

aspirational would suggest a shorter term. A condition that provided real incentives to

on-going reductions in colour discharge and a real working towards an inconspicuous

discharge would suggest a longer term.

[224] On the length of time needed for security of investment, the evidence called by

the applicants was general. There was clear evidence about the need for replacement of

the recovery boiler at a large capital cost, but the evidence does not specify how long is

actually needed for that investment to be recovered. In the absence of specific evidence

we can only draw what conclusions we can on the evidence the applicants have provided.

From the discussion on the value of the investment above, we know that 10 years ago the

Tasman Mill companies spent hundreds ofmillions, ifnot billions, of dollars on acquiring

plants and many tens of millions of dollars on upgrading the environmental systems.

Both the purchase and the investment in improving the environmental systems were done

213 Transcript p 324-325
Zl4 Transcript p 422-423
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with nc!- certainty that the colo~l1' discharge would be permitted after 2012, or if it was

what further colour reductions may be required by resource consent over what term. We

also have evidence provided on a confidential basis that the spending of the Tasman Mill

companies on other capital items was some two to three times the capital investment

spent on environment systems.215 Investments of these magnitudes with no certainty

beyond the 2012 timeframe indicate something about the requirement for long term

certainty for investment.

[225] The budget for Research and Development that the Tasman Mill was allocating to

the issue of colour reduction was provided to the Court on a confidential basis.2 l G Given

the significance of colour discharge we do not consider that the amount invested in

research into reducing that discharge over the last 10 years to be at all impressive.

However, we put that past research spending in the context that the Tasman Mill

companies were making a considerable investment in addressing their environmental

deficiencies in other areas. We gained the impression that the Tasman Mill owners,

whilst aware of world research on the topic, did not consider themselves to be leaders in

that area. Having said that, we accept that there is a genuine lack of understanding about

why the wastewater processes actually increase the colour loadings instead of reducing it

[226] We carefully considered whether we should require the applicants to provide

~',: more evidence supporting their timeframe required to provide for security of investment.

In our view this point was directly relevant to the length of the consent given that this is a

8107 case. We note that s107(3) explicitly provides for the imposition of conditions

requiring the applicant to undertake work to eliminate the conspicuous change in colour

(in this case) by the end of the consent period. While this is not mandatory, neither is it

required that the applicants offer or agree to the conditions.

[227] Overall, we conclude that the value of the capital investment being proposed by

the Tasman Mill, the value of capital investment that has been regularly made by the it in

the past, and the need for some security of this level of investment, indicates that a term
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significantly longer than the 5-8 years submitted by the Society and the 10 years

submitted by the Messers Marr is appropriate.

[228] We conclude that the 25 years granted by the Hearings Commissioners is

acceptable subject to conditions as to water quality improvement. The 25 year term has

been confirmed by the applicants as acceptable as well. As Mr Newfield put it, liwe

believe that we can live with 25 year consent. Live by it means that we can have a

justtficatton for reinvestment on that basis".217 However, we have no evidence to help us

determine if some shorter term would also be'appropriate. Mr Newfield indicated that a

recovery boiler was a once in 25 year illvestinent,218 but we do not understand him to be

linking the term to the life of that particular asset. He did link the consent te11TI to the

expected future life'of the Tasman Mill to the extent that if it were to have a long term,

indefinite life, then long term consents would be wanted,219 noting he had earlier linked

robust review conditions to long term consents.220

[229] On the basis that we anticipate the Tasman Mill to have an indefinite life, with the

continual reinvestment and upgrading that this implies, we accept that a long-term

consent is appropriate, but that this is intimately linked to an on-going reduction in the

colour discharge.

[230] Having reviewed the evidence on this topic, the applicable law and having regard

to the Hearings Commissioners decision, we are satisfied that a 25 year term which

allows for wholesale review of the adverse effects is appropriate. In respect of the

discharge to water the consent will be conditional on there being a long-term and

significant commitment to a research programme into reducing the discharge of colour,

and a commitment to the investment required to reduce the discharge of colour to

inconspicuous levels over the life of the consent. The research programme should be

peer reviewed and put in place within one year of the commencement of these consents.

It should be reviewed regularly in light of the on-going results of the research and the

217 Transcript p228
218 Transcript p229
219 Transcriptp 245
220 Transcript p 229
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impact of the ·investments in colour reduction undertaken by the Tasman Mills. The

research undertaken and the programme going forward should be included in periodic

reporting required by conditions 7.11 & 7.12 of the water take and discharge consent (No.

65722). Such a condition will provide a more reasoned backdrop to conditions 7.11(h)

and (i). We are satisfied that such a condition is reasonable given the fact that s 107

specifically prohibits a discharge to water which results in a conspicuous change in

colour after reasonable mixing. We have decided that the "objective" of an

inconspicuous discharge by 2034 in condition 7.8 of the water consent should be

mandatory, and that there should be intermediate reductions in the allowable discharge

tied into the periodic reviews of condition 19.1-19.6. We consider that the incentives are

stronger and more effective if the onus is on the Tasman Mills to make the changes and

investments required unless they can show that the required reductions in colour

discharge are not achievable. The review conditions allow for the intermediate and the

final discharge levels to be modified in the light of the research, the options for further

reductions in colour discharge and the timing of their implementation."! We accept that

'the required investments may be at a considerable cost. However, in the context of a

plant that is expected to have an indefinite life beyond just these consents, without being

able to rest on the exceptional circumstances provisions of a. 107, such investments can

only add to the security of the rest of the investment the owners have in the mill.

[231] We are also concerned about how the conditions relate to the voice of Ngati

Rangitihi in the review process given the findings we have made about mandate. The

consent conditions approved by the Commissioners must be amended to reflect that

consultation or appointment to committees should only be in favour of duly appointed

and recognized iwi representatives.

[232J We specifically reject the submission by Messrs Marr that dioxin monitoring and

chemical auditing are required given the evidence we have heard and how we have

determined it. We also reject the submission by the Society that a financial contribution

in the form of environmental compensation is warranted to deal with the colour issue.

We are satisfied as the evidence establishes that further reductions in colour are able to be

221 Resource Consent No 65722 Condition 19.1
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made, albeitnot to the required level of inconspicuousness yet, but there is a commitment

by the Tasman Mill owners to agree to try to achieve this over the term of the consent.

Thefurther condition wepropose regarding the research programme intocolour reduction

will add to that commitment.

[233] We are satisfied that all of the otherconditions contained in Water consent 65722

and Air Consent 65725 are appropriate.

[234] Because the matters referred to in paragraphs 230 and231 were not the subject of

detailed submission, we invite the parties to provide submissions on the wording and

scope ofthese conditions within 14 days.

DATED atAUCKLAND this 29th dayof September 2010

Forthe Court:

Judge M Harland
Environment Judge




